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ABSTRACT 

The rock mechanical monitoring at Olkiluoto concentrates on the assessment of 
potential tectonic movements and stability of the bedrock. The construction of 
ONKALO is not expected to induce large-scale movements of the rock blocks or affect 
the rate of isostatic uplift but the evaluation of any tectonic events is important for the 
safety assessment. The monitoring consists of seismic measurements, GPS measure-
ments and precise levelling campaigns at Olkiluoto and vicinity and extensometer and 
convergence measurements carried out in ONKALO.  

Posiva established a local seismic network of six stations on the island of Olkiluoto in 
2002. After that the number of seismic stations has increased gradually. In 2010 the 
permanent seismic network consists of 15 seismic stations and 20 triaxial sensors. 

The purpose of the microearthquake measurements at Olkiluoto is to improve 
understanding of the structure, behaviour and long term stability of the bedrock. The 
investigation area includes two target areas. The larger target area, called seismic semi-
regional area, covers the Olkiluoto Island and its surroundings. The purpose is to 
monitor explosions and tectonic earthquakes in regional scale inside that area. The 
smaller target area is called the seismic ONKALO block, which is a 2 km *2 km *2 km 
cube surrounding the ONKALO. It is assumed that all the expected excavation induced 
events occur within this volume. At the moment the seismic ONKALO block includes 
ten seismic stations. An additional task of monitoring is related to safeguarding of the 
ONKALO. 

This report gives the results of microseismic monitoring during 2010. In March 2010, 
the seismic network was upgraded by a new triaxial borehole seismometer in order to 
improve the sensitivity and the depth resolution inside the ONKALO block. The sensor 
is the second one inside the ONKALO. New PC for data processing and analysis with 
the new version of Linux operating system was installed. Also all software packages for 
data processing and analysis and for visualization were upgraded. 

The network has operated continuously in 2010. Altogether 1089 events have been 
located in the Olkiluoto area, in reported time period. Most of them (943) are explosions 
occurred inside the seismic semi-regional area and especially inside the seismic 
ONKALO block (895 events). The magnitudes of the observed explosions inside the 
semi-regional area range from ML = -1.8 to ML = 1.5 (ML = magnitude in local Richter's 
scale). Most of them are explosions. Three of the events are classified as induced 
microearthquakes.  

Three injection induced microearthquakes (ML = -1.6, ML = -2.1 and ML= -3.0) 
occurred on 16 December 2010. They can be associated with the structural orientation 
of the upper contact of the pegmatitic granite unit PRG44 or veined gneiss. The events 
locate about 50 - 80 meters above the closest excavated part of the ONKALO. 
Estimated peak slip values of the earthquakes are less than five m and the source 
radiuses less than five meters. 

According to seismic monitoring the rock mass surrounding the ONKALO has been 
stable in 2010. Indications of illegal or inappropriate works, which would have 
influence on the safety of the ONKALO, have not been found. 



 

 

The Finnish Geodetic Institute (FGI) has studied crustal deformations in co-operation 
with the Posiva Oy since 1994, when a network of ten pillars for GPS observations was 
established at Olkiluoto. In 2010 the local GPS network at Olkiluoto consisted of 14 
concrete pillars. The whole network has been measured twice a year in the static GPS 
campaigns with 24 h sessions. The four new pillars were established in 2010 and the 
permanent measurements on them will start in 2012. The network of seven GPS pillars 
was built at Kivetty and Romuvaara during the year 1996. One pillar in each 
investigation area belongs to the Finnish permanent GPS network, FinnRef®. A total of 
28 GPS measurement campaigns have been carried out at Olkiluoto since 1995, and 18 
campaigns at Kivetty and Romuvaara. At Olkiluoto a baseline for electronic distance 
measurements (EDM) was built in 2002. The baseline has been measured in connection 
to the GPS observations using the EDM instrument Kern ME5000 Mekometer. 

The GPS operations in 2010 included the two GPS campaigns at Olkiluoto, GPS 
campaigns at Kivetty and Romuvaara, EDM baseline measurements at Olkiluoto, and 
the control marker measurements with the tachymeter at Olkiluoto. All GPS data history 
was reprocessed with Bernese GPS software using the new processing strategy tested in 
2009. The results were analysed by computing the change rates of the baselines and 
estimating horizontal velocities for the pillars using the barycenter of the velocities as a 
reference. 

In the Olkiluoto inner network 80 percent of the change rates were smaller than 0.10 
mm/a. Roughly one fourth of the change rates could be considered as statistically 
significant (change rate larger than 3 ). The statistically significant change rates were 
mainly related to the Olkiluoto permanent station (GPS1) and to the pillar GPS5, which 
had also the maximum change rate (0.21 ± 0.03 mm/a). In Olkiluoto outer network the 
maximum and statistically significant change rates are larger compared to the inner 
network (max 0.42 ± 0.07 mm/a for GPS1-GPS11) but more uncertain due to shorter 
time series. At Kivetty one third of the change rates could be considered as statistically 
significant, and the maximum change rate was 0.18 ± 0.03 mm/a for GPS3–GPS4. The 
horizontal velocities were of the same order of magnitude as in the Olkiluoto network. 
At Romuvaara the change rates were of the same order of magnitude than in Kivetty 
and Olkiluoto (less than 0.2 mm/a), but none of the change rates were statistically 
significant. 

After four control marker measurement campaigns FGI can estimate the reproducibility 
of the angle and distance measurements in micro networks. The standard deviations of 
horizontal angles, height differences and distances in our micro networks were 0.0028 
gon, 0.0007 m and 0.0005 m respectively. As a conclusion of the control measurements 
we cannot say anything about possible deformations of the pillars – the precision of the 
observations is not sufficient for the purpose, but we can ensure that any bigger 
damages have not happened at any pillar. 

According to the nine years long time series of EDM measurements GPS gives us on 
the average 1.3 mm longer distances between pillars GPS7 and GPS8 than EDM. The 
reason for the difference is unmodelled or dismodelled offsets in GPS observations and 
the scale difference between GPS and EDM. The trends of EDM and GPS distance time 
series are similar. 

FGI will continue geodetic observations at Olkiluoto, Kivetty and Romuvaara. The 
Olkiluoto network is under major modernization for permanent tracking during 



 

 

upcoming years. We aim to start the permanent tracking in four new stations and four 
old stations in 2012. 

A rock mechanics monitoring system was set up in early 2010 in the EDZ-niche 
location of the ONKALO ramp at about the -345 m depth level, to measure excavation 
induced deformations when the EDZ-niche was reshaped and extended for the spalling 
experiment (POSE). The monitoring was planned to continue after excavation as long as 
the instruments are reliable. Before the expansion two horizontal extensometers were 
installed in the western side of the niche so that the horizontal angle between the niche 
axis and the extensometer hole is about 60 degrees. The extensometers were optical 
high resolution (SOFO, Smartec SA) and a conventional rod extensometer (MPBX, 
Interfels Gmbh) with an electrical reading unit. Both extensometers were fully grouted 
into the drillhole. The optical extensometer was permanently damaged during the 
installation. After installation, the rod extensometer was read continuously after every 
30 min and the data was automatically stored in a data logger (DataTaker DT80, 
Thermo Fisher Scientific Australia Pty Ltd).  

After excavating 12 m of the full profile, six convergence bolts were installed 0.5 m 
from the tunnel head, two on both walls and two in the roof. The last extensometer 
anchor is in the same profile as the convergence bolts. The bolts were placed in the 
bottom of short holes (diameter 127 mm) in order to protect the bolt heads during the 
advancing blasting. Convergence length was measured manually with Distometer 
(Solexperts AG) and each time 12 lines were measured with repeatability better than 
0.2 mm. 

The two weeks hardening and settling period before the start of POSE excavation was 
not long enough to get stable initial readings. During the excavation readings are 
reasonable in timing and order, but the magnitudes were about half of predicted ones. 
After excavations the readings stabilize, but after one to two months backward drift is 
initiated. Reason for drifting is unsolved, but possible sources are temperature changes, 
moisture problems in measurement system or anchor grouting problems. In mid July 
temperature measurements in extensometer anchors locations went unstable which 
suggest moisture problems. The monitoring was interrupted in the end of August 2010, 
but it is planned to be continued in 2012. 

The repeatability of manual convergence measurement has been better than 0.14 mm, 
which is below the preset maximum of 0.2 mm. Horizontal convergence is about the 
same in magnitude as predicted, but the inclined lines gave values with opposite sign. 
After excavations only one measurement has been done during 2010, and the values are 
stable within margin of error. 

Keywords: Rock mechanics, monitoring, crustal movements, deformation studies,
seismic network, microearthquake, GPS measurements, extensometer, convergence. 



 

 

OLKILUODON MONITOROINTIOHJELMAN TULOKSET VUONNA 2010, 
KALLIOMEKANIIKKA

TIIVISTELMÄ

Olkiluodon kalliomekaaninen monitorointi keskittyy mahdollisten kallioperän tekto-
nisten liikkeiden ja kallion vakauden arviointiin. ONKALOn rakentamisen ei uskota 
synnyttävän merkittäviä kalliolohkojen liikkeitä tai vaikuttavan maannousuun, mutta 
tektonisten liikkeiden havainnointi on tärkeää pitkäaikaisturvallisuuden arvioinnin kan-
nalta. Kalliomekaaninen monitorointi käsittää jatkuvat seismiset mittaukset sekä kam-
panjoittain toteutettavat GPS-mittaukset ja tarkkavaaitukset Olkiluodossa ja sen 
ympäristössä sekä lisäksi ONKALOSSa tehtävät ekstensometri- ja konvergenssi-
mittaukset.  

Posiva perusti vuonna 2002 Olkiluotoon kuuden seismisen aseman paikallisen asema-
verkon. Sen jälkeen asemien määrä on kasvanut vähitellen. Vuonna 2010 Posivan kiin-
teä asemaverkko koostui 15 seismisestä asemasta ja 20 kolmikomponenttisesta 
anturista. 

Mikromaanjäristysmittausten avulla pyritään lisäämään tietoa Olkiluodon kallioperän 
rakenteesta, liikkeistä ja stabiilisuudesta. Tutkimuksen kohteena ovat tektoniset ja 
louhinnan indusoimat maanjäristykset. Seismisellä monitoroinnilla on kaksi kohde-
aluetta. Laajempi kohdealue, seisminen lähialue, sisältää Olkiluodon saaren lähiym-
päristöineen. Alueelta havainnoidaan räjäytyksiä ja tektonisia maanjäristyksiä. Pienempi 
kohdealue on sivuiltaan kaksikilometrinen kuutio (2 km *2 km *2 km) ONKALO 
block, joka ympäröi ONKALOa. Tällä alueella tapahtuvat kaikki louhinnan indusoimat 
tapaukset. Alueen ulkopuolelle jääviä järistyksiä voidaan varmuudella pitää tektonisina.
Mittaukset ovat myös osa ONKALOn ydinsulkuvalvontaa. 

Tässä raportissa esitetään seismisen monitoroinnin tulokset vuodelta 2010. Maaliskuus-
sa asemaverkkoa täydennettiin asentamalla uusi kolmikomponenttinen porareikä-
seismometri. Kyseessä on ensimmäinen ONKALOon asennettu anturi. Sen avulla pyri-
tään parantamaan mittausten herkkyyttä ja seismisten tapausten laskettujen syvyyksien 
tarkkuutta ONKALOn alueella. Uusi tietokone ja uusi Linux käyttöjärjestelmä otettiin 
käyttöön vuonna 2010. Lisäksi kaikki tiedon prosessoinnista ja visualisoinnista huoleh-
tivat ohjelmistopaketit päivitettiin. 

Asemaverkko monitoroi ilman toimintakatkoksia vuonna 2010. Olkiluodon alueelle 
paikallistettiin raportoidulla ajalla yhteensä 1089 tapausta. Suurin osa näistä (943) oli 
seismisen semi-alueen alueella ja erityisesti ONKALOn (895 tapausta) alueella. Havait-
tujen räjäytysten magnitudit (ML) olivat välillä -1.8 - 1.5. Lähes kaikki havainnot olivat 
räjäytyksiä. Kolme tapausta voitiin luokitella rakennustöiden indusoimiksi mikromaan-
järistyksiksi.   

Kolme injektoinnin indusoimaa mikromaanjäristystä (ML = -1.6, ML = -2.1 ja ML= -3.0) 
tapahtuivat 16.12.2010. Ne voidaan yhdistää pegmatiittisen graniitin (PRG44) ylä-
reunan tai suonigneissin rakenteelliseen suuntautuneisuuden kanssa. Järistykset sattuivat 
tässä vyöhykkeessä 50 - 80 m lähimmän jo louhitun ONKALOn osan yläpuolella. 
Kalliossa tapahtuneelle siirtymälle lasketut arvot olivat alle viisi m ja laskettujen 
siirrostasojen säteet olivat alle viisi metriä. 



 

 

Seismiset mittaukset osoittavat, että ONKALOa ympäröivä kalliomassa on pysynyt 
stabiilina vuonna 2010. Alueella ei ole havaittu ydinsulkuvalvonnan kannalta turval-
lisuuteen vaikuttavaa toimintaa. 

GPS-satelliittipaikannukseen perustuvaa deformaatiotutkimusta on tehty Posivan tutki-
musalueilla vuodesta 1995 lähtien, jolloin Olkiluotoon perustettiin kymmenen pilaria 
käsittävä paikallisverkko. Romuvaaralle ja Kivettyyn rakennettiin seuraavana vuonna 
seitsemän pilarin GPS-verkot. Kaikista tutkimusalueista yksi pilari kuuluu Suomen 
pysyvään GPS-verkkoon (FinnRef ®), jossa rekisteröintiä tehdään jatkuvasti. Olkiluo-
don verkko on mitattu 28 kertaa vuodesta 1995 lähtien. Romuvaaralla ja Kivetyssä 
mittauksia on kertynyt 18. Laajennusten jälkeen Olkiluodon verkko käsittää nykyisin 14 
pilaria. Vuoden 2010 aikana alueelle rakennettiin vielä neljä uutta pilaria, jotka 
varustetaan pysyviksi GPS-asemiksi vuoden 2011 aikana. 

Olkiluodon tutkimusalueelle rakennettiin v. 2002 perusviiva, jonka pituus on mitattu 
elektronisilla etäisyydenmittauslaitteilla (EDM) GPS-mittauskampanjoiden yhteydessä. 
Perusviivalla tehtävien EDM-mittausten tarkoituksena on seurata GPS-vektoreiden 
systemaattista muuttumista mittauskampanjasta toiseen. 

Vuoden 2010 mittaukset pitivät sisällään kaksi GPS kampanjaa Olkiluodossa ja yhden 
kampanjan Kivetyssä ja Romuvaaralla. Lisäksi mitattiin perusviiva Olkiluodossa 
molempien GPS kampanjoiden aikana ja tehtiin varamerkkimittaukset Olkiluodon 
pilareilla. Koko GPS-datahistoria on prosessoitu uudelleen Bernese GPS-ohjelmistolla 
vuonna 2009 kehitetyllä strategialla. Aikasarjoista on laskettu pilarien välisten etäisyyk-
sien muutos ja pisteittäiset vaakaliikkeet. 

Olkiluodon sisemmässä verkossa 80 prosentilla pisteistä etäisyyden muutos on alle 0.10 
mm/a. Tilastollisesti merkitsevät muutokset kuuluvat suurimmaksi osaksi pilariväleille, 
joiden toinen päätepiste on joko GPS1 tai GPS5. Noin neljäsosalla pilariväleistä on 
tilastollisesti merkitsevää liikettä ja maksimiliike on 0.21 ± 0.03 mm/a. Olkiluodon 
ympäristön verkossa maksimiliike on 0.42 – 0.07 mm/a pistevälillä GPS1-GPS11. 
Kivetyssä kolmasosalla pilariväleistä etäisyys muuttuu tilastollisesti merkitsevästi, 
maksimin ollessa 0.18 ± 0.03 mm/a pilarivälillä GPS3–GPS4. Romuvaaran verkossa 
yhdenkään pilarivälin etäisyys ei muutu tilastollisesti merkitsevästi. 

Neljän varamerkkimittauskampanjan jälkeen voidaan arvioida saavutettua toistet-
tavuutta. Kulmahavaintojen, vaakaetäisyyksien ja korkeuserojen keskivirheiksi saatiin 
kaikkien kampanjoiden datasta laskettuna 0.0028 gon, 0.0007 m ja 0.0005 m. Mittauk-
sien perusteella ei voida sanoa mitään pilarien mahdollisista liikkeistä, mutta pilarien 
vahingoittuminen voidaan sulkea pois. 

Perusviivamittauksien aikasarjat kattavat yhdeksän vuotta. Niiden perusteella pistevälin 
GPS7-GPS8 EDM:llä mitattu etäisyys poikkeaa GPS-etäisyydestä 1.3 mm. Trendi on 
lähes sama. 

Geodeettinen laitos jatkaa mittauksia Olkiluodon verkossa. Pisteet tullaan muuttamaan 
pysyviksi GPS-asemiksi. Vuoden 2011 aikana varustetaan neljä uutta ja neljä vanhaa 
pilaria pysyvillä vastaanottimilla. 

Kalliomekaaninen seuranta aloitettiin vuoden 2010 alussa noin -345 metrin syvyydellä 
ONKALOn EDZ-kuprikassa louhinnan aiheuttamien muodonmuutosten seuraamiseksi, 
kun EDZ-kuprikkaa laajennettiin POSE-hilseilykoetta varten. Monitorointia oli tarkoi-
tettu jatkaa, niin kauan kuin laitteet toimivat luotettavasti. Ennen laajennusta kaksi 



 

 

vaakasuoraa ekstensometriä asennettiin kuprikan länsipuolelle, siten että kuprikan 
keskilinjan ja ekstensometrien väliseksi vaakakulmaksi tuli 60 astetta. Käytetyt eksten-
sometrit olivat korkean resoluution optinen ekstensometri (SOFO, Smartec SA) sekä 
perinteinen tankoekstensometri sähköisellä lukupäällä (MPBX, Interfels Gmbh). 
Molemmat ekstensometrit juotettiin kairareikiin. Optinen ekstensometri vahingoittui 
pysyvästi asentamisen yhteydessä. Asennuksen jälkeen tankoekstensometriä luettiin 
jatkuvasti 30 minuutin välein ja tieto tallennettin automaattisesti dataloggeriin (Data-
taker DT80, Thermo Fischer Scientific Austraila Pty Ltd.).  

Koko profiilin 12 metrin louhinnan jälkeen asennettiin kuusi konvergenssipulttia, joista 
kaksi seinään ja kaksi kattoon 0.5 m tunnelin perästä. Viimeinen ekstensometrin ankkuri 
on samassa profiilissa konvergenssipulttien kanssa. Pulttien päiden suojaamiseksi pultit 
asennettiin lyhyiden reikien pohjalle (halkaisija 127 mm). Konvergenssipituus mitattiin 
manuaalisesti distrometrillä (Solexperts AG) ja joka kerralla saavutettiin 12 linjalla 
vähintään 0.2 mm toistettavuus. 

Kahden viikon kovettumis- ja tasoittumisaika ennen POSE-kuprikan louhintoja ei ollut 
riittävän pitkä tasaisten alkulukemien saavuttamiseksi. Louhintojen aikana lukemat ovat 
ajoituksen ja järjestyksen suhteen kohtuullisia, mutta suuruusluokka on noin puolet 
ennustetuista. Louhintojen jälkeen lukemat tasoittuvat, mutta 1-2 kuukauden jälkeen 
lukemat ryömivät takaisinpäin. Ryöminnän syy ei ole selvillä, mutta mahdollisia syitä 
ovat lämpötilan muutokset, kosteusongelmat mittalaitteistossa tai ongelmat ankkuri-
juotoksessa. Heinäkuun puolessa välissä lämpötilalukemista ekstensometrien ankkurei-
den kohdalla tuli epävakaita, mikä viittaa kosteusongelmiin. Monitorointi keskeytettiin 
elokuun 2010 lopussa, mutta on suunniteltu jatkettavaksi vuonna 2012. 

Manuaalisten konvergenssimittausten toistettavuus on ollut parempi kuin 0.14 mm, joka 
on nykyisen maksimin 0.2 mm alapuolella. Vaakasuorat konvergenssimittaukset ovat 
suurin piirtein samassa mittakaavassa ennustettujen kanssa, mutta kaltevat konvergens-
simittaustulokset olivat negatiivisia ennustettuihin verrattuna. Louhintojen jälkeen vain 
yksi mittaus on tehty vuoden 2010 aikana ja tulokset ovat vakaita sekä virhemar-
ginaalien sisällä. 
 
Avainsanat: Kalliomekaniikka, monitorointi, maankuoren liikkeet, deformaatio-
tutkimus, seisminen asemaverkko, mikromaanjäristys, GPS-mittaukset, ekstensometri. 
konvergenssi.
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1  INTRODUCTION 

In July 2004 Posiva started to construct the underground rock characterisation facility 
called ONKALO, which will reached the repository level -420 m in 2010. The 
construction of ONKALO and subsequently the construction of the repository, will 
affect the surrounding rock mass and the groundwater flow system as well as the 
environment. In December 2003 a programme for monitoring at Olkiluoto during the 
construction and operation of ONKALO was presented. A summary of the observations 
and measurements is reported annually for five different disciplines: Rock Mechanics, 
Hydrology, Hydrogeochemistry, Environment and Foreign Materials. 
 
The aim of this report is to give an overview of the progress of monitoring the Rock 
Mechanics. The microseismic and GPS networks comprise the main volume of rock 
mechanical monitoring at Olkiluoto. In addition, the results of the extensometer and 
convergence measurements are presented. The report has been divided into three parts: 
the first part (Chapter 2) describes the results of the microseismic monitoring, the 
second part (Chapter 3) the results of GPS monitoring, the third part (Chapter 4) the 
extensometer and convergence measurements carried out in 2010. The earlier results 
and progress of the rock mechanical monitoring are presented by Saari (2005, 2006), 
Saari & Lakio (2007, 2008), Saari & Malm (2010, 2011), Ahola et al. (2006, 2007, 
2008), Kallio et al. (2009, 2010, 2011), Lehmuskoski (2004, 2006, 2008, 2010), 
Riikonen (2006), Mattila (2007), Mattila & Hakala (2008), Lahti et al. (2009), Lahti & 
Hakala (2010). 

1.1  Main observations 

Microseismics. Altogether 1089 events have been located in the Olkiluoto area in 2010. 
Most of them (943) are explosions that occurred inside the seismic semi-regional area 
and especially inside the seismic ONKALO block (895 events). The magnitudes of the 
observed explosions inside the semi-regional area range from ML = -1.8 to ML = 1.5 
(ML = magnitude in local Richter's scale). Most of them are explosions. Three of the 
events are classified as induced microearthquakes.  

Three injection induced microearthquakes (ML = -1.6, ML = -2.1 and ML= -3.0) 
occurred on 16 December 2010. They can be associated with the structural orientation 
of the upper contact of the pegmatitic granite unit PRG44 or veined gneiss. The events 
locate about 50 - 80 meters above the closest excavated part of the ONKALO. 
Estimated peak slip values of the earthquakes are less than five m and the source 
radiuses less than five meters. 

According to seismic monitoring the rock mass surrounding the ONKALO has been 
stable in 2010. Indications of illegal or inappropriate works, which would have 
influence on the safety of the ONKALO, have not been found. 

GPS. In the Olkiluoto inner network 80 percent of the change rates were smaller than 
0.10 mm/a. Roughly one fourth of the change rates could be considered as statistically 
significant (change rate larger than 3 ). The statistically significant change rates were 
mainly related to the Olkiluoto permanent station (GPS1) and to the pillar GPS5, which 
had also the maximum change rate (0.21 ± 0.03 mm/a). In Olkiluoto outer network the 
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maximum and statistically significant change rates are larger compared to the inner 
network (max 0.42 ± 0.07 mm/a for GPS1-GPS11) but more uncertain due to shorter 
time series. 

Extensometer and convergence measurements. A rock mechanics monitoring system 
was set up in early 2010 in the EDZ-niche location of the ONKALO ramp at about the -
345 m depth level, to measure excavation induced deformations when the EDZ-niche 
was reshaped and extended for the spalling experiment (POSE). The monitoring was 
planned to continue after excavation as long as the instruments are reliable. After 
excavating 12 m of the full profile, six convergence bolts were installed 0.5 m from the 
tunnel head, two on both walls and two in the roof. The last extensometer anchor is in 
the same profile as the convergence bolts.  

The two weeks hardening and settling period before the start of POSE excavation was 
not long enough to get stable initial readings. During the excavation readings are 
reasonable in timing and order, but he magnitudes were about half of predicted ones. 
After excavations the readings stabilize, but after one to two months backward drift is 
initiated. Reason for drifting is unsolved, but possible sources are temperature changes, 
moisture problems in measurement system or anchor grouting problems. In mid July 
temperature measurements in extensometer anchors locations went unstable which 
suggest moisture problems. The monitoring was interrupted in the end of August 2010, 
but it is planned to be continued in 2011. 

The repeatability of manual convergence measurement has been better than 0.14 mm, 
which is below the preset maximum of 0.2 mm. Horizontal convergence is about the 
same in magnitude as predicted, but the inclined lines gave values with opposite sign. 
After excavations only one measurement has been done during 2010, and the values are 
stable within margin of error. 

1.2  Development and changes of the monitoring systems 

Posiva established a local seismic network of six stations on the island of Olkiluoto in 
2002. After that the number of seismic stations has increased gradually. In 2010 the 
seismic network was upgraded by a new triaxial drillhole seismometer ONK-OS2 at the 
depth of -369 m in ONKALO. The new geophones aim to improve the sensitivity and 
the depth resolution of the measurements inside the ONKALO block. In 2010 Posiva’s 
seismic network consists of 15 seismic stations and 20 triaxial sensors. 

The GPS based deformation studies have been carried out at Olkiluoto since 1995 
resulting altogether 30 measurement campaigns. In 2010 the local GPS network at 
Olkiluoto consists of 14 stations. The whole network will be measured twice a year. 
Four new permanent stations will be established at Olkiluoto during 2010-2012 to study 
the movements around the Olkiluoto strait. 

A baseline for electronic distance measurements (EDM) was built in 2002. The baseline 
has been measured using EDM instruments in connection to the GPS observations. 
Changes in the difference between the GPS and EDM results indicate the systematic 
change in GPS results.  

The local crustal deformations have been studied in GeoSatakunta project, too. This 
GPS network is located in Cities of Pori and Rauma and their neighbouring 
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municipalities. Two new pillars have been established near Olkiluoto investigation area 
in October 2005. The repeated measurements at these pillars connect the Olkiluoto and 
GeoSatakunta networks. Even if the studies are concentrated at Olkiluoto, the GPS 
observations at Kivetty and Romuvaara investigation areas will be made every two 
years. Because the stability of these networks has been confirmed by GPS observations 
in previous years, the observations at Kivetty and Romuvaara are regarded as a 
reference for the stability of GPS determinations. 

1.3  Schedules 

The monitoring schedule for rock mechanics is presented in Table 1-1. The 
microseismic monitoring is continuous and the GPS and EDM baseline measurements 
will be conducted twice every year.  

The precise levelling in the loops and the lines will be mainly continued according to 
the original plan but complemented when necessary. In 2010 the micro loops of 
ONKALO and VLJ and the line Olkiluoto strait were levelled but the results will be 
reported together with the 2011 measurement campaign in 2012. In 2011 the 
programme consists of the line Lapijoki-Olkiluoto which includes the line Olkiluoto 
strait, the loops OLKI A and OLKI B and the micro loops ONKALO and VLJ. In 2010 
four new GPS pillars were built, two on the eastern part of Olkiluoto and two on the 
mainland. Those will be levelled first time in 2011 in connection with the levelling of 
the original GPS network and the loops OLKI A and OLKI B. In 2012 the programme 
carried out in 2010 will be repeated. 

Extensometer measurement campaigns are mainly related to the excavation of shaft 
drifts or to the raise borings of shafts. Convergence and extensometer measurements 
were carried out in 2010 in the investigation niche ONK-TKU-3. Present plans include 
extensometer measurements in 2011 related to shaft raise boring. 
 
Table 1-1. Rock mechanics monitoring schedule: 2=two measurement campaigns each 
year, 1= 1 measurement campaign, cont.= continuous measuring.  

 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 
Microseismic monitoring cont. cont. cont. cont. cont. cont. 
GPS measurements 2 2 2 2 2 2 
EDM baseline measurement 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Control marker measurement 1   1   
Precise levelling 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Precise levelling Lapijoki-Olkiluoto 1    1  
Extensometer measurements 1   1 1  
Convergence measurement 1 1  1   
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2  SEISMICITY 

The results of the microseismic monitoring are published as a Posiva Working report 
WR2011-73 (Saari & Malm, 2011). This chapter has been compiled from that report.  

2.1  Overview 

According to the Nuclear Energy Act, all nuclear waste generated in Finland must be 
handled, stored and permanently disposed in Finland. The two nuclear power 
companies, Teollisuuden Voima Oy (TVO) and Fortum Power and Heat Oy, are 
responsible for the safe management of the waste and for all associated expenses. These 
companies have established a joint company, Posiva Oy, to implement the disposal 
programme for spent fuel. Seismic monitoring is a part of this programme (Miller et al. 
2002, Posiva 2003 and 2006). Possible applications of microearthquake monitoring at 
the repository are introduced in the Posiva’s working report (Saari 1999). 

In February 2002, Posiva Oy established a local seismic network of six stations on the 
island of Olkiluoto. The system is manufactured and installed by ISS International 
Limited (currently Institute of Mine Seismology). This network was designed for 
monitoring the rock volume surrounding the preliminary location of the underground 
characterisation facility (the ONKALO). Later, in June 2004, the seismic network was 
expanded with two new seismic stations (OL-OS7 and OL-OS8). These stations made 
the network geometry more suitable for monitoring the final location of the ONKALO. 
The technical features of the microearthquake monitoring system are described in 
details in the Posiva’s working reports (Saari 2003 and 2005).  

In the beginning of 2006, the target area of the seismic monitoring expanded to regional 
scale. The four new seismic stations (OL-OS9…OL-OS12) were in operation in 
February 2006. The stations are equipped with three component 1 Hz geophones, which 
are suitable for investigations of regional tectonic seismicity. The new seismic stations 
locate from 3 to 7 km from the ONKALO.  

At the end of 2006, two new triaxial geophones (OL-OS13 and OL-OS14) were 
installed into a borehole inside the ONKALO spiral. The new geophones aimed to 
improve the sensitivity and the depth resolution of the measurements inside the 
ONKALO block. They were fully integrated to the Posiva’s network in 2007. Cable 
isolation of OL-OS14 was damaged during the installation and later in 2007 the electric 
wires were corrupted. The sensor was permanently disconnected from the network in 
October 2007.  

In November 2008, the seismic network was upgraded by a new triaxial borehole 
seismometer in order to improve the sensitivity and the depth resolution inside the 
ONKALO block. The sensor (ONK-OS1) was the first one inside the ONKALO. The 
next seismic station (ONK-OS2) inside the ONKALO was integrated to Posiva’s 
seismic network in Olkiluoto in March 2010.  

In May 2010 one new triaxial and three new uniaxial sensors were integrated to 
Posiva’s network. Those four sensors form a small scale subnetwork, which relates to 
the heating experiment in the ONK-TKU-3620 niche, which is also known as the POSE 
niche (Posiva Olkiluoto Spalling Experiment). This subnetwork is capable to locate 
events of magnitude ML > -5 inside its area. Recordings of the subnetwork can be also 
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utilized when they recorded events outside the niche. The results of the experiment will 
be reported later separately. 

In the beginning, the network monitored tectonic earthquakes in order to characterise 
the undisturbed baseline of seismicity of the Olkiluoto bedrock. When the excavation of 
the ONKALO started, in August 2004, the network monitors also explosions and 
excavation induced seismicity. Since February 2006 explosions and tectonic 
earthquakes are monitored in regional scale. In 2008 started the new practice to report 
also other seismic observations that are located in the ONKALO region. Those events, 
which are not explosions or earthquakes, are mainly rock falls that are located during 
the course of the year. This report describes the operation and results of the local 
seismic network in 2010.  

The purpose of the microearthquake measurements at Olkiluoto is to improve 
understanding of the structure, behaviour and long term stability of the bedrock. The 
observations give an opportunity to approximate in what extent and where the bedrock 
is disturbed, the stability of the rock facility and the adjustment processes occurring in 
the surrounding rock mass. A further task is mapping of the disturbed weakness zones 
in the rock mass surrounding the excavated construction. 

The main target volume of the seismic monitoring is the underground rock 
characterisation facility and the rock mass surrounding it. According to the simulation 
done by ISS International Limited, the expected sensitivity is of the order ML = -2.5 in 
the ONKALO area. The regional sensitivity of the Olkiluoto area is approximately of 
the order of ML = -1.0 inside the Posiva’s regional network.  

Identification of active fracture zones is an essential element in a comprehensive study 
of potential hazards related to the spent nuclear fuel. The zones of weakness adjust 
releasing stresses and strains of the rock mass as well as they are the main paths of 
hydraulic flow in the bedrock. The movements occurring on these zones accumulate 
during the lifespan of the repository and possibly can cause changes in the stability, 
stress field and groundwater conditions of the rock mass. When the fracture zone model 
is presented together with the observed seismic events, active or unstable zones can be 
identified. The interpretation can bring out changes in the rock mass that, for example, 
may result to re-evaluation of certain water conducting zone and even further cause 
changes to final disposal facility layout. 

The main purpose of annual reports is to support modelling of the rock mass 
surrounding the ONKALO. If possible, interpretation of the observed seismicity related 
to certain areas or weakness zones of the rock mass is presented. The annual reports 
include also descriptions of technical events, like changes in the configuration of the 
seismic network, technical failures occurred, etc. The reports can be utilised as a source 
material in further going seismic, geophysical and/or rock mechanical interpretations. 

Monitoring of regional tectonic seismicity aims at better understanding of ongoing 
seismotectonic processes in the Olkiluoto area. Although the focus of regional seismic 
monitoring is limited inside and close to the seismic network other regional earthquakes 
are also recorded and stored in the Posiva’s data archive. These recordings from the 
Olkiluoto site are valuable in seismic hazard studies, for example when attenuation of 
seismic signal is evaluated. 
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The seismic monitoring is also a part of the safeguards project of Radiation and Nuclear 
Safety Authority of Finland. The nuclear non-proliferation control in ONKALO is 
based on the following sub-areas (Posiva 2006). 

 Preliminary data: plans and drawings 

 Implementation data: verification measurements, as built drawings, inspections 
and operating records, 

 Monitoring data: Microseismic monitoring. 

Therefore all the observed clustering of explosions of the area are analysed and reported 
in the monthly reports, which are archived in the Posiva’s electronic document 
management system (Kronodoc). Explosions are examined also in longer time spans. If 
a slowly developing clustering of explosions is recognised, the origin of the clustering is 
explained as well. The results of the monthly reports are edited to the interim safeguard 
reports and to annual reports of rock mechanical monitoring by Posiva (e.g. Lahti et al. 
2009). 

2.2  Operation of the seismic network 

2.2.1  Upgrades of the instrumentation  

A new seismic station (ONK-OS2) inside the ONKALO was integrated to Posiva’s 
seismic network in Olkiluoto on 4 March 2010 (see Figure 2-1). The configuration of 
the station is similar to ONK-OS1, which is the first seismic station installed in the 
ONKALO (see Saari & Lakio 2009). The station includes triaxial drillhole seismometer 
and data acquisition unit (GS). The sensor type G14 is supported by ISSI. The natural 
frequency of the sensor is 14 Hz and the approximated usable frequency range is 12 – 
2000 Hz, which is suitable for near field microearthquake studies. The sensor was 
installed in the 15 m deep drillhole that was drilled vertically downwards in an 
investigation niche at chainage 3747 m. The geophone was grouted permanently at 
about 11 m depth from the bottom of the ONKALO tunnel. The diameter of the hole is 
76 mm. 
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Figure 2-1. Location of the seismic stations inside the ONKALO (ONK-OS1 and ONK-
OS2).The distance between the gridlines is 100 m. 
 

Communication between the new seismic station ONK-OS2 and Olkiluoto server is 
arranged via telephone line to ONK-OS1, which has a telephone line connected directly 
to the Olkiluoto server. The line is connected to the ISS modem rack MR485 beside the 
Olkiluoto server. Timing of the stations is done by the GPS-antenna connected to the 
Olkiluoto server. The sampling rate of the sensor is set to 6000 Hz.  

The location of the new drillhole sensor is presented in Figure 2-1 and in Table 2-1. It is 
the second sensor inside the ONKALO. It is expected that ONK-OS2 improves the 
location accuracy in the northwestern ONKALO area. In addition, it is likely that the 
overall location accuracy, especially in vertical direction, and sensitivity of the network 
is improving when the new station is integrated to the network. 

 
Table 2-1. Drillhole sensor ONK-OS2 in the Finnish KKJ co-ordinate system (zone 1) 
Elevation is determined from the sea level. 

Sensor North 
(m) 

East 
(m) 

Elevation  
(m) 

ONK-OS2 6792337.00 1525354.75    -368.75 

 

After 27 May one triaxial and three uniaxial accelerometers were integrated to Posiva’s 
network. Those four sensors form a small scale subnetwork, which relates to the thermal 
spalling experiment inside the ONK-TKU-3620 niche also known as the POSE niche 
(Posiva Olkiluoto Spalling Experiment). This subnetwork is capable to locate events of 
magnitude ML > -5 inside its area. The natural frequency of the accelerometers is 25 
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kHz and the sampling rate of the sensors is set to 48 kHz. The sensors are in the 
boreholes, 1 - 4 meters from each other, in the vicinity of two test holes (depths about 
7.2 m diameters about 1.5 m). The main purpose of the temporal subnetwork is to 
monitor thermal induced spalling in those test holes, but it can be also utilized when 
events elsewhere in the ONKALO are located. The data acquisition unit (GS) of the 
subnetwork has a cable connection to the Olkiluoto server via the GS unit of ONK-OS2. 
The events occurred inside the ONK-TKU-3620 niche are analysed and reported 
separately as a part of the thermal spalling experiment. 

2.2.2  Upgrades of data processing and interpretation 

The Olkiluoto server supports the run time system (RTS) program, which continually 
acquires, processes, analyses and archives seismic data. In addition, RTS calculates 
automatic event locations. RTS was upgraded from version 10.1.3 to 10.1.5 on 4 March 
2010. On 5 March all four GS units were upgraded with the latest operating system and 
V40 firmware. 

The upgrades in Vantaa included setup of the processing computer in the Myyrmäki 
office. The old desktop PC used in data processing and interpretation in Vantaa was 
installed in January 2006. On 8-9 March 2010 it was replaced by a new PC (HP z600 
workstation with two Intel Xeon e5530 processors; 3D capable Nvidia Quadro FX3800 
graphics card; 6 Gb RAM; one redundant disc array set (RAID1, with two 500 Gb 
SATA hard disks). The old backup device was a DAT tape recorder. Since March 2010 
the system backups are done by using external LTO2 tape drive (200/400 Gb).  

The existing seismic data was copied to the new computer and new software versions 
were installed. On 8 March 2010 the new version of Linux operating system (before 
SUSE 9.3 and after SUSE Linux Enterprise Desktop 11) was installed. Also software 
packages for data processing and analysis (jmts and Jmts) and for visualisation (Jdi) 
were upgraded. The software versions before and after upgrade are shown in Table 2-2. 

Processing and visualisation packages were tested on 9 March 2010. Special focus was 
on the differences of the old processing program jmts (based on C code with graphics in 
java) and the new currently supported program Jmts (based on java only). Because of 
some limitations and bugs in Jmts, both jmts and Jmts have been in parallel use since 
September 2009. Those bugs and limitations were studied and fixed interactively 
together with the manufacturers experts in Myyrmäki and in South Africa. After 
experiences gained during March 2010 it seems that Jmts is working properly and 
support and use of the program jmts was no more necessary.  

 

Table 2-2. Software upgrades done from 4 March to 9 March 2010 

Software version before upgrade version after upgrade 

RTS (Olkiluoto) 10.1.3 10.1.5 

jmts (Myyrmäki) 10.1.4 10.1.5 

Jmts (Myyrmäki) 2010.01 2010.02 

Jdi (Myyrmäki) 4.7 4.9 
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Processing and visualisation packages were tested on 9 March 2010. Special focus was 
on the differences of the old processing program jmts (based on C code with graphics in 
java) and the new currently supported program Jmts (based on java only). Because of 
some limitations and bugs in Jmts, both jmts and Jmts have been in parallel use since 
September 2009. Those bugs and limitations were studied and fixed interactively 
together with the manufacturers experts in Myyrmäki and in South Africa. After 
experiences gained during March 2010 it seems that Jmts is working properly and 
support and use of the program jmts was no more necessary.  

The new design model of the ONKALO was integrated in the seismic visualization 
packages Jdi on 26 May 2010. This upgrade was dated on 11 May 2010. The earlier 
layout model was updated in the beginning of July 2009. The upgrade included the long 
straights in the eastern part of the ONKALO. The most pronounced changes relate to 
the lengths of two niches. The need of the upgrade was noticed when some explosions 
close to the niche TKU5 were located away from the model available before 26 May. 

2.2.3  Interpretation procedure 

The interpretation of seismic data is performed within the frameworks of the lineament 
interpretation of the Olkiluoto area (Korhonen et. al 2005) and the geological model of 
the Olkiluoto site (Paulamäki et al. 2006). Those models applied in the visualisation and 
in the interpretation of the seismicity are the same as in 2006 and they are included in 
the visualisation software Jdi. The models are described in the previous annual report 
(Saari & Lakio 2007).  

Inside the Olkiluoto site there will be several different study areas and models produced 
which will not necessary cover the same volume of rock (Posiva 2005). The selected 
volume of the rock depends on its application. However, for reasons of clarity, a 
standardized nomenclature is adopted. Altogether seven expressions are presented 
(Posiva 2005), and the following two of them are applied in seismological 
interpretation. According to that nomenclature: 1) Site area includes the well 
investigated area covered by deep drillholes and the associated shallow monitoring 
holes. 2) Any particular area larger than the Olkiluoto site is called semi-regional.  

In 2005 the seismic network consisted of eight stations close to the ONKALO. The 
monitoring and interpretation was focused on volume called the seismic ONKALO 
block. The seismic ONKALO block is a 2 km *2 km *2 km cube surrounding the 
ONKALO (See Chapter 4.2). It is assumed that all the expected excavation induced 
events occur within this volume (site area). At the moment the seismic ONKALO block 
includes eleven seismic stations. Two of them are equipped with triaxial drillhole 
seismometers. 

Outside the ONKALO block the location accuracy is not as good as inside or close to it. 
In 2006, four new 1 Hz seismometers were installed and the focus of interpretation was 
expanded to semi-regional scale. Inside this area, called the seismic semi-regional area 
the sensitivity and location accuracy of the seismic network is good or sufficient. It also 
covers the semi-regional area of the lineament interpretation of the Olkiluoto area 
(Korhonen et al. 2005). The Posiva’s 1 Hz seismic stations improve the understanding 
of the general seismotectonic behaviour of the Olkiluoto region. 
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It is likely that potential tectonic earthquakes occur in existing weakness zones of the 
bedrock. Lineaments coincide often with those zones. One of the main purposes of the 
semi-regional monitoring is to identify and characterize seismically active fracture 
zones. Activity somewhere in a fracture zone indicates potential activity also elsewhere 
in that structure. The ONKALO site is 6-8 km from the sides of the seismic semi-
regional area, close to the middle of the area. The main orientation of the lineaments is 
NW-SE. In that orientation, the seismic semi-regional area is 17-20 km long, close to 
the ONKALO (Saari & Lakio 2007). 

The lineament interpretation of the Olkiluoto area comprised geophysical and 
topographic data (Korhonen et. al 2005). The geophysical data included magnetic, 
electromagnetic, seismic and acoustic data from aerogeophysical, ground and marine 
surveys. In the final integrated interpretation the lineaments are classified by their 
uncertainties into three groups: low, medium and high uncertainty. The lineament 
interpretation of the Olkiluoto area is integrated in the seismic visualisation program Jdi 
applied in the seismic interpretation. 

The geological model of the Olkiluoto site consists of four submodels: the lithological 
model, the ductile deformation model, the brittle deformation model and the alteration 
model (Paulamäki et al. 2006). The model is utilised in interpretation of seismic 
processes, for example, when active faults or volumes prone to seismic movements are 
identified and analysed. Any unit of the model can be selected for closer visual analysis. 
That kind of approach is used when the results of fault plane solution of 
microearthquakes are interpreted together with brittle deformation model (see e.g. Saari 
& Lakio 2007). 

The observations are presented separately for the seismic semi-regional area and the 
seismic ONKALO block by the visualisation program Jdi. The onset times of the events 
are recorded in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), which is commonly used in seismic 
bulletins. Compatible time systems make the comparison and integrated use of seismic 
data fluent. Local time in Finland is UTC + 2h during normal time and UTC + 3h 
during summer time (daylight saving time). 

The Institute of Seismology, University of Helsinki, maintains the regional seismic 
station network in Finland. The nearest seismic station is in Laitila, about 40 km from 
Olkiluoto. After that the closest stations are about 200 km from Olkiluoto: three SE, 
three East and one North of Olkiluoto. At the same distance, are also the nearest 
Swedish stations, at the western coast of the Bothnian Sea. The detection threshold of 
the Fennoscandian seismic stations in the Olkiluoto area is of the order of ML = 1.5 or 
less. 

Only the events occurred within the seismic semi-regional area are included in the event 
tables of the monthly reports. However, when earthquakes and potential earthquakes are 
concerned, the investigation area is not that limited. The observations of the Posiva’s 
network are compared with the events reported in the bulletins of the Institute of 
Seismology (Seismic Events in Northern Europe). If there is an earthquake within a 
distance of 200 km from Olkiluoto in the bulletins, it is rather likely recorded also in 
Olkiluoto. Those recordings are reported and stored in the Posiva’s data archive. These 
recordings from the Olkiluoto site are valuable in seismic hazard studies, for example 
when attenuation of seismic signal is evaluated. Also other unusual events outside the 
seismic semi-regional area, such as events from the sea area, are under special attention. 
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Although, the geophones are capable to observe explosions and earthquakes within a 
much wider area, the analysis is focused on the seismic semi-regional area. It is 
assumed that regional events occurring outside that area are located by the Finnish and 
Swedish regional seismic networks. The recordings of the Posiva’s stations can be 
utilized, if necessary, to improve the interpretation based on recordings the national 
seismic stations. Posiva’s recordings of two Fennoscandian earthquakes (19 February 
2010, Denmark ML =3.9 and 15 June 2010, Skellefteå, ML = 3.6) were archived for 
purposes of possible further studies. 

Also teleseismic events, i.e. events occurring over 1000 km from Olkiluoto, are 
recorded. Those can be recognized by comparing the recordings to the bulletins of 
Institute of Seismology, University of Helsinki (http://www.seismo.helsinki.fi/) and 
international data centres, such as EMSC/CSEM (http://www.emsc-csem.org/). 
Teleseismic events are rejected and not included in the data archive.  

2.2.4  Data availability  

There are eleven permanent seismic stations in operation for monitoring the seismic 
ONKALO block and five for the seismic semi-regional area. Station OL-OS8 has 
sensors suitable for monitoring of the ONKALO block and for the semi-regional area. 
In addition, the temporal network in the ONK-TKU-3620 niche gave additional support 
to the analysis of the ONKALO block in 2010.  

Partial breaks in network operation, like failure of single station or component, are 
unavoidable in any continuous monitoring. However, those can lower the quality of 
operation, like the location accuracy of seismic events. Minimum number of stations 
needed for the event location is three. Temporal failure of one station has only minor 
influence on the reliability of the operation or on the location accuracy. 

The event detector of each seismic station compares the short term average (STA) of the 
amplitudes to the long term average (LTA) of the amplitudes. The event detector starts 
recording data when the STA/LTA ratio exceeds the pre-set trigger value. The field 
stations monitor continuously, but only the signals that can be related to a seismic event, 
are sent to the central site computer. The recordings which are related to the same 
seismic event are associated automatically. An event is sent, when a predetermined 
number of seismic stations detect earth vibrations that exceed the trigger value within a 
certain time window. The number of sensors applied in event association was set to 
four, because five of the stations inside the ONKALO block (OL-OS2, OL-OS3, OL-
OS4, OL-OS7 and OL-OS8) are equipped with two different types of sensors. 
Otherwise three sensors would be enough for event association. In addition to that, it 
was set another number of associations for the group of the 1 Hz seismic stations. If 
three of those five stations can be associated, the recordings are interpreted to be from 
the same source.  

In Posiva’s seismic measurements, a special attention has been paid to reliable data 
recording and transmission. All detected events are stored in the field stations until they 
are safely transmitted to the site computer. The central site server in Olkiluoto 
associates the recordings of the same origin and emails the recorded events to the office 
computer in Vantaa, where the events are analysed.  
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Events are associated in the Olkiluoto site computer in real time. If connection to one of 
the stations is failed, the recording of that station is not associated. However, generally 
the analysis can be based on the recordings of the remaining sites. The unsent event 
stays several months in the hard disk drive of the data acquisition unit (SAQS or GS) 
and it can be downloaded to the office PC, if necessary.  

The possibility of data loss due to failure of the site computer is reduced by the 
redundant hardware configuration. Practically, when the data has arrived to the 
Olkiluoto server, it cannot be lost. Between Olkiluoto and Vantaa the data management 
is based on internet technology. Email server keeps the seismic data until the office 
computer has received the data. In practice, the design of the data management 
guarantees that simultaneous power or communication failure in all stations or nearly all 
stations is needed to cause an operation break of the seismic network. Some of the 
breaks just postpone the data transmission from seismic stations via the Olkiluoto server 
to Vantaa (Table 2-3 and Figure 2-2). 

The whole chain of data management is checked every morning by a test signal. The 
signal controls the prevailing status of the seismic sensors and the data flow from a 
single station to the office computer in Vantaa. If the test signal from any sensor is 
missing or looks unusual, the troubleshooting is started. This kind of procedure aims to 
keep operational breaks as short as possible. 

The two way data transmission between four semi-regional seismic stations (OL-
OS9…OL-OS12) and the server in Olkiluoto is done via radio links. The connection is 
polled every four seconds. If it appears that the connection is down, it is checked every 
two minutes to see if it can be re-established. The data acquisition units of the seismic 
stations are able to buffer the data, so no data is lost if there are short temporary 
interruptions (1-2 minutes) to the communication system. Data is also logged to the 
local disk on the SAQS as a backup, should there be a need to recover data from an 
important event.  

Partial failures of the network, that just lower the quality of operation, are usually 
related to a single station. Typical duration of the break is from few hours to few days. 
Breaks related to rearrangement or troubleshooting of the monitoring are designed in 
advance to be as short as possible. Quite often they are caused by breaks in data or 
power cables related to different construction work conducted in the Olkiluoto area.  
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Figure 2-2. Operation times and breaks of the seismic stations monitoring mainly the 
ONKALO block (blue region) and mainly the semi-regional area (light brown). Station 
OL-OS8 has sensors suitable for monitoring of the ONKALO block and for the semi-
regional area. POSE refers to the subnetwork in the ONK-TKU-3620 niche. 

 

The operation reliability of the network has been good as during the previous year. 
Altogether twelve stations have operated without any breaks in 2010. Only three 
seismic stations (ONK-OS1, ONK-OS2 and OL-OS9) have suffered failures. Also the 
subnetwork in the ONK-TKU-3620 niche (POSE niche) had few failures. Most of the 
failures in 2010 are relatively short and related to measurements inside the ONKALO 
(Figure 2-2 and Table 2-3). Therefore, in spite of few breaks in different parts of the 
system the network has operated continuously in 2010, as during previous years 2006 - 
2009. 

Altogether eleven permanent stations are monitoring mainly the ONKALO block. Two 
of these stations (ONK-OS1 and ONK-OS2) have suffered short failures (Figure 2-2).  
Stations OL-OS8, OL-OS9, OL-OS10, OL-OS11 and OL-OS12 monitor mainly the 
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semi-regional area. Only the station OL-OS9 had a 25 days long period of occasional 
modem failures from 6 January to 1 February. However, some test signals and seismic 
events were still transmitted during that time. 

The seismic station ONK-OS1 had a 2 days and 18 hours long failure due to installation 
and rearrangement works of the power cables inside the ONKALO. The failure started 
on Friday 15 January at 15:01 and was over after the weekend on Monday 18 January at 
nine o’clock.  

 

Table 2-3. Partial failures of monitoring. 

Date Duration  Comments Station  

15.-18.1.2010 2 days 18 h Power failure, rearrangement of cables ONK-OS1 

6.1.-2.1.2010 25 days Occasional modem failures OL-OS9 

24.2.2010 1 h 25 min Power failure ONK-OS1 

13.-14.3.2010 2 days Communication failure ONK-OS1 

29.-30.3.2010 2 days Communication failure ONK-OS1 

23.-26.4.2010 2 days  17 h Power failure ONK-OS1 

24.-25.8.2010 1 day Power failure due to other use of switch ONK-OS2, POSE 

8.9.2010 23 min Power failure, rearrangement of cables ONK-OS1, POSE  

16.-20.9.2010 4 days  Communication failure ONK-OS1 

16.11.-5.12.2010 19 days Broken cable POSE 

24.11.2010 1 hour 20 min Power failure ONK-OS1 

 

On 6 and 7 January the seismic station OL-OS9 failed to send the daily test pulse to the 
Olkiluoto server. This occurs occasionally in stations that transmit their data via radio 
links. Those failures are usually related to weather conditions between the seismic 
station and the radio mast by the ONKALO. After 22 January the failure occurred more 
frequently. It appeared that data transmission between OL-OS9 and the Olkiluoto server 
was much slower than usually. However, sometimes test signals and events were still 
transmitted. All four modems between OL-OS9 and the Olkiluoto server were replaced 
by new ones until seven o’clock on 1 February. After that the data transmission has 
operated normally. 

The seismic station ONK-OS1 had a 1 hour and 25 minutes long power failure. The 
failure was noticed in the morning of 24 February and it was fixed by resetting the 
current switch at 10:24. 

The seismic station ONK-OS1 had about two days long failure from 13 to 14 March 
2010. The test pulse of Saturday 13 March was missing. There was not any noticeable 
reason for the failure and it was fixed by resetting the current switch on 15 March. 
Although data from ONK-OS2 goes through ONK-OS1, station ONK-OS2 was sending 
test signals and recording normally. That was possible, because the data that arrives 
from ONK-OS2 is processed separately and ONK-OS1 just transmits the data of ONK-
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OS2. A similar incident was later on 29 and 30 March, when the test pulse of ONK-OS1 
was missing. Also this failure was fixed by resetting ONK-OS1. 

The seismic station ONK-OS2 had a power failure between 23 April at 13:23 and 26 
April at 07:06. The failure was noticed in the morning of 26 April and it was fixed 
shortly after that. 

The seismic station ONK-OS2 and the four sensors inside the niche ONK-TKU-3620 
(POSE niche) had a 1 day and 20 minutes long failure due to other use of the power 
switch inside the ONKALO. The failure started on Tuesday 24 August at 10:06 and was 
over on Wednesday 25 August at 10:25.  

The seismic station ONK-OS2 and the four sensors inside the niche ONK-TKU-3620 
had a 23 minutes long power failure on Wednesday 8 September. The failure related to 
rearrangement of the power cables inside the ONKALO and started at 07:34 and was 
over at 7:57.  

In September 2010 the seismic station ONK-OS1 had about four days long operation 
failure. The test pulse of the 16 September arrived from all stations, but on Friday 17 
September the test pulse of ONK-OS1 was missing. The failure started between those 
test pulses and it was fixed on Monday 20 September at 05:12. There was not any 
noticeable reason for the failure and it was fixed by resetting the current switch of the 
data acquisition unit of ONK-OS1. 

The four sensors inside the niche ONK-TKU-3620 had a long failure due to broken 
cable. The failure started on Tuesday 16 November at 12:30 and lasted the rest of the 
month. Also the seismic station ONK-OS2 had a 1 hour and 20 minutes long failure on 
24 November. 
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2.3  Events recorded by the seismic network 

2.3.1  Uncertainties related to measurements  

Identification of an individual earthquake among the cluster of excavation blasts 
includes elements of uncertainty. The majority of the excavation induced seismicity 
(type A) tends to occur very close, in time and space, to the latest excavation blast. 
These events occur often in swarms and their seismic signals are not representing a 
typical earthquake signal. They are associated with the “fracture-dominated” rupture. 
Type B events are temporally and spatially distributed throughout the active excavation 
region. They represent “friction-dominated” slip in existing shear zone such as faults or 
dikes and have source properties similar to tectonic earthquakes (Richardson & Jordan, 
2002). Type B events have many characteristic that make them easier to identify in 
comparison to type A events.  

Although tectonic earthquakes are easier to identify than some of the induced 
earthquakes (type A), the orientation of seismic stations with respect to the hypocentre 
is essential. It is important to get a seismic signal from many different directions. This is 
important not only for location but also for a successful identification of the seismic 
event and for calculations of the fault plane solution. This fundamental condition is 
fulfilled inside the seismic semi-regional area. Outside this area the support of 
recordings of other seismic networks is valuable. 

Accurate location of a seismic event is one of the key parameters of the seismological 
interpretation. If the location is incorrect, the subsequent seismological analysis is 
inaccurate. The velocity model (P-wave velocity,  = 5600 m/s and S-wave velocity,  
= 3250 m/s) seems to give rather good results within the seismic ONKALO block, when 
the surface stations (OL-OS-1 ... OL-OS8) are concerned. For the underground sensors 
of the ONKALO block (OL-OS13, ONK-OS1 and ONK-OS2) the preset default 
velocities are:  = 5700 m/s and  =3300 m/s. For the stations used mainly in the studies 
of semi-regional seismicity (OL-OS9 … OL-OS12) the corresponding default velocities 
are:  = 5800 m/s and  = 3350 m/s. These velocities are used in automatic event 
association and location procedures. They are usually applicable also when the result of 
automatic location is improved manually. In that phase, the station specific velocities 
can be changed. That may be necessary, for instance, when a seismic signal arriving to a 
seismic station runs through a structure, which lowers the average seismic velocity.  

The seismological data processing software (Jmts) accepts just one station specific P-
wave and S-wave velocity. Simple velocity model serve automatic event location, 
which is necessary in mines where hundreds or thousands events occur in a day. This 
software limitation reduces the location accuracy of seismic events, if the velocity 
structure of the bedrock is complicated. However, the P- and S-onsets picked by the 
analyst are available. Those onset times can be used as input for a more sophisticated 
program for event location. 

The blasting work is generally detonated in sequences. Usually, that means that the S-
phases are hidden in the signals of blasts following each other and the event location is 
based only on P-onsets. The lack of S-onset dilutes the location accuracy. Similar 
problem is related to above mentioned type A events. They occur very close, in time 
and space, to the latest excavation blast and their mechanism is similar to explosions. S-
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phases are difficult to distinguish. Therefore, a special attention is paid to the latest 
events of the blasting sequence. 

When the event is detected, it is immediately emailed to the office PC in Vantaa, where 
it is automatically analysed. The location and magnitude of an event is determined when 
the email has arrived, basically in few minutes. The result of automatic analysis is 
uncertain and always verified manually. The decision of the seismic source (explosion 
or earthquake) is done by experienced analyst. 

Some of the detected events are rejected. Those recordings are caused by lightning, 
raise boring machine, coincidental artificial noise (electronic failure, vehicles, visitors, 
construction work, forest work, rock falls, etc.), natural noise (e.g. frost, wind shaking 
trees or strong waves hitting the shoreline) and distant teleseismic earthquakes or by a 
combination of those. 

2.3.2  General statistics 

Generally the number of rejected events is from few tens to a few hundred per month. 
Exceptionally high monthly number of rejected events is usually related to lightning, 
raise boring or electronic failure. The beginning of 2010 was as usual, but the period 
after May 2010 is characterized by extremely large number of rejected events. The 
numbers of rejected event were from 800 to over 8800 events per month. Those events 
relate mainly to the experiment that is conducted in the ONK-TKU-3620 niche. There 
are four accelerometers below the floor of the niche, which are capable to locate events 
of magnitude ML > -5 inside the area of this temporary subnetwork. The rejected events 
in ONK-TKU-3620 were observed only by those four sensors. They were different kind 
of artificial seismic signals generated by the works done inside the niche. In August 
2010 the rejected events related also to thunderstorms. 

In 2010 the number of accepted events is 1089 (Figure 3-1). The majority of the events 
(895) are explosions inside the seismic ONKALO block (82 %). Altogether 194 of the 
accepted events have been located outside the seismic ONKALO block. Only 48 of 
them are located inside the seismic semi-regional area. The other accepted events (148) 
are located mainly close to the semi-regional area.  

As in 2009 the seismic events other than explosions or earthquakes that are located in 
the ONKALO block are also reported. The number of those miscellaneous seismic 
events in 2010 is ten. The events are mainly caused by rock falls, but also other types of 
events are included in that group (see Chapter 2.4). However, most of those 
miscellaneous events are so small and disturbed by noise that they cannot be located 
and therefore they are rejected. 

The majority of the accepted events were explosions. Two of the recorded events were 
Fennoscandian earthquakes. The first one (ML = 3.6) occurred on 19 February 2010 in 
Denmark and the second one (ML = 3.6) on 15 June 2010 in Bothnian Bay region south 
of Skellefteå about 365 km north from Olkiluoto. Two excavation induced 
microearthquakes (ML = -1.6 and ML = -2.1) occurred inside the ONKALO block on 16 
December 2010. Those events are described in more detail later in this report.  
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Figure 2-3. Monthly statistic of the monitoring in the Olkiluoto area in 2010. 
 

The overall activity inside the seismic semi-regional area has been rather constant 
(Figure 2-4). The annual average number of events has been of the order of 79 per 
month, which is less than in 2009 (97/month) and in 2008 (123/month). The activity of 
the seismic semi-regional area is dominated by the activity of the seismic ONKALO 
block. 

The increase of the cumulative number of events is slow from 12 March to 13 April and 
June. That is related to periods of lower excavation activity in the ONKALO. The most 
active months in 2010 were January, February, March and October, when there were 
over 100 recorded events inside the semi-regional area. The highest activity rates in 
2010 are of the order of 10 events per day.  
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Figure 2-4. Number of explosions per day (blue) and cumulative number of explosions 
(red) inside the seismic semi-regional area, in 2010. 

 

2.4  Explosions and miscellaneous small events 

2.4.1  Explosions in seismic semi-regional area 

Because the seismic monitoring is part of the safeguards project of the Radiation and 
Nuclear Safety Authority of Finland (Posiva 2006), the observed explosions inside the 
seismic semi-regional area are located. If clustering of explosions is recognised, the 
origin will be verified. The applied interpretation practice is presented in Chapter 2.2.3. 

Altogether 943 explosions located in the seismic semi-regional area in 2010 are 
presented in Figure 2-5. The magnitudes range from ML = -1.8 to ML = 1.5. The events 
outside the ONKALO have occurred at the surface. The number of those surface events 
(48) is clearly larger than in 2009 (26) and slightly larger than in 2008 (41). The 
increased number of events relates to road construction works in the south-eastern 
corner of the semi-regional area (delineated by dashed line in Figure 2-5). They are 
conducted mainly during the first half of the year 2010. 
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Figure 2-5. Observed 943 explosions inside the seismic semi-regional area (light 
brown), in 2010. Seismic stations equipped with 1 Hz geophones are shown as blue 
triangles. Events are coloured by time. The size of sphere is relative to the events 
magnitude. Grid size is 1 km2. 
 

The main clustering of epicenters outside the Olkiluoto Island represents explosions 
from the rock quarry owned by Interrock Oy. The other clustering of events is south of 
the Olkiluoto Island. Those explosions are related to a building site of a summer cottage 
in March (Figure 4-2). Later in May there were also explosions related to an observed 
sewer or water pipe construction work. In April 2010 an explosion seems to be related 
to another observed sewer or water pipe construction work (Figure 2-5). 
 
The observed activity at the Olkiluoto is related directly to the construction works of the 
ONKALO in 2010 (Figure 2-6). Close to the island the epicenters of the above 
mentioned construction explosions are related to the infrastructure of a summer cottage 
in March 2010. Indications of illegal or inappropriate works by an outside actor, which 
would have influence on the safety of the ONKALO, cannot be found.  
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Figure 2-6. Explosions at the island of Olkiluoto and close to it in 2010. Events are 
coloured by date and the size of sphere is relative to magnitude. Seismic stations are 
numbered and shown as small triangles. The ONKALO block is presented by blue 
shading. Grid size is 1 km2. 

Two new construction sites were active at Olkiluoto in July 2010: expansion works of 
the storage for the spent nuclear fuel and quarrying for the new district heating pipe 
(Figure 2-6). Ten explosions relate to a heating pipe construction work at the western 
edge of the ONKALO block. One of those is just outside the ONKALO block.  

2.4.2  Explosions in seismic ONKALO block 

The explosions (895 events, ML = -1.8…1.0) located inside the seismic ONKALO 
block are presented in Figure 2-7. In addition to the underground explosions in the 
ONKALO, there are few epicentres located at the surface of the block. For example, the 
explosions related to heating pipe construction work at the western edge of the 
ONKALO block are mentioned already earlier. Some surface facilities are built also at 
surface above the ONKALO itself.  
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Figure 2-7. Explosions (895 events) inside the seismic ONKALO block, in 2010. Colour 
= depth (negative z above the sea level). Distance between gridlines is 100 m. 

 
 
Excavation work for ventilation and hoist building started at the ONKALO construction 
site at the end of November 2009 and continued in January 2010. Excavation of the 
ventilation building canal was done later in December 2010 (Figure 2-7, blue spheres). 
Contractor for the excavation work is Lännen Kaivuu ja Louhinta Oy. The conducted 
blasts are reported to Posiva Oy and delivered for the seismic analysis carried out in 
ÅF-Consult Oy. 
 

One event (25 January, ML = -1.8) near the ONKALO could not be identified. This 
event was located near a road passing by the ONKALO. The event is likely related to 
construction works of the heating pipes, but possibility that the signal is caused by a 
heavy truck cannot be excluded (Figures 2-7 and 2-8). In May 2010 two clusterings of 
epicentres are located at the surface. They are related to the construction works of sewer 
and water pipes and a heating pipeline. 
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Figure 2-8. Cross section of the explosions inside the seismic ONKALO block. View 
from south.  
 

The excavation of the main tunnel of the ONKALO proceeded from the depth of about 
390 meters to about 437 meters in 2010. In addition, there are excavation blasts related 
to the investigation niche ONK-TKU-3620 at depth about 345 m (Figures 2-7 and 2-8). 
The origins of the blasts were verified from the daily reports of responsible contractor of 
the site. SK-Kaivin Oy was the contractor responsible for the excavation of the 
ONKALO until March 2010. The new contractor Destia Oy started in April 2010 at the 
ONKALO site. 

The excavation blasts coincide nicely with the Posiva’s planned layout of the 
ONKALO. The individual epicenters further away from the tunnel are mainly located 
by less than five seismic stations or the recordings of the seismic signal are 
contaminated by some disturbance. The locations of those events are not as accurate as 
in general. 

The location accuracy improved in the vertical direction compared to the previous years 
when the third underground station (ONK-OS2) was installed in March 2010. However, 
the locations seem to be mainly close to the floor of the access tunnel or the floor of the 
ONK-TKU-3620 niche. Sometimes they are 5 - 10 meters below the floor of the 
ONKALO model. The explanation to this location anomaly relate quite likely to 
anomalous velocity due to the orientation of the pervasive foliation/anisotropy of the 
bedrock that dips towards SE in the ONKALO area with a medium dip of the order of 
40 – 60 degrees (see e.g. Mattila et al. 2008). 

The purpose of Posiva’s nuclear non-proliferation control is to ensure that activities in 
the final disposal facility comply with all relevant laws and degrees as well as the 
obligations prescribed in international agreements. The aim of the nuclear material 
control in the disposal facility is also to ensure that the facility, especially in its 
underground part, has no rooms, materials or operations outside the system of nuclear 
material accounting and that the waste canisters remain in their declared positions 
during the operation and after the closure of the facility (Posiva 2006). It has been 
demonstrated (Saari & Lakio 2007) that microseismic monitoring is a capable tool to 
locate activities related to construction of any “hidden rooms”.  
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2.4.3  Miscellaneous small events 

Seismic network detects several seismic signals that are not generated by explosions. 
Some of those are strong enough to be located by the seismic network. Because the 
seismic monitoring is part of the safeguards project of Radiation and Nuclear Safety 
Authority of Finland, also origins of these events are verified. Most of them are related 
to manual and mechanical rock removal works. Another group of events is related to 
loading. Rock removal and loading are normal phases in tunnel construction, but 
apparently in these cases the block has been larger than usual. Figure 2-9 and Figure 2-
10 include also two other sources of small seismic signals, which are not generated by 
explosions or earthquakes.  

The location of the miscellaneous events (Figures 2-9 and 2-10) is normally based on 
recordings of only three or five stations. In addition, the amplitudes of the seismic 
signals are small and the wave characteristics, like P-onsets, are often unclear. 
Therefore their location accuracy is mainly not as good as for excavation blasts or 
earthquakes. The located events are small in magnitude (ML = -2.1 … -0.7) but still 
bigger than those that were rejected because of too weak and noisy recordings. The 
majority of the rock falls cannot be located. There are also rock falls that are not 
recorded even by the closest stations. 

The number of located miscellaneous events (10) in 2010 is the same as in 2009. On 22 
February 2010 three small events (ML = -1.9 … -0.7) were recorded within 15 minutes 
(about 16:20 UTC). The events occurred at the surface, but they were located only by 
four stations, which make the location inaccurate. Questioning among employers 
working in the ONKALO area did not bring out any construction work that would have 
caused those signals. A common opinion was that those were most likely caused by a 
vehicle. For example, a snow plough could generate first the eastern signals and about 
15 minutes later the third signal about 200 meters west from those (Figure 2-9). 

The other seven events were located inside the ONKALO. Small loading related events 
were located in the main tunnel: One event on 9 March 2010 and four events on 17 
December. Two events (ML = -2.0 and -2.1) related to rock removal were located by the 
seismic network (Table 3). The locations of the events are not very accurate, because 
they base on recordings of only three seismic stations (Figures 2-9 and 2-10). 
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Figure 2-9. Miscellaneous small events inside the ONKALO block. The distance 
between the grid lines is 100 m. The size of the sphere is relative to the magnitude. 
Colour legend shows the depth of the event. 
 

 
Figure 2-10. Miscellaneous small events in the ONKALO. View from the south. The 
distance between the grid lines is 100 m. The size of the sphere is relative to the 
magnitude. The colour legend shows the date of the event. 
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Continuous long vibrations were recorded in five 1 Hz stations (OL-OS8…OL-OS12) 
on 24 February 2010 and later again in March and December. The seismic signals 
looked similar to those generated by raise boring machine, but there were not any raise 
boring going on at that time. It appeared that the reason for those vibrations was 
dredging of the sea bottom close to the opposite shore north from Olkiluoto. Dredging 
was done at the shoreline by an excavator (Figure 2-11). The football field in Figure 2-
11 was covered by a heap of soil from the sea bottom. In March the excavator was 
found north from that field close to the white house behind the forest in Figure 2-11. 
Based on the recording shown on Figure 2-12 the location was more north from that 
field. However, location of that kind of continuous vibration without any clear 
beginning is strongly approximate.  

 

 
Figure 2-11. Google Street View (above) and map (below) from site where excavator 
and the heap of sea bottom soil was found in March 2010. Location and direction of the 
view above is shown below. 
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Figure 2-12. Recordings generated by dredging of the sea bottom on 24 February 2010 
at about 12 o’clock (left). The estimated location of excavator is shown in the map 
(right). The coordinate values of the estimated seismic source are in the grey box below 
the seismograms.  
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On Friday afternoon 29 October 2010 (11:40 UTC) five individuals felt a small tremor 
inside the Posiva office building and in the logging hall as well as outside the office 
building. Outdoors the event sounded like an explosion. Floor was shaking and 
windows were trembling inside the logging hall and on the second floor of the office 
building. 

The event was not observed by the seismic network, which indicates that only a small 
amount of the energy was transmitted into the bedrock. An event is recorded, when at 
least four Posiva’s seismic stations detect earth vibrations that exceed the trigger value 
within a certain time window. Another fact that supports the interpretation of a small 
surface event is the audible sound of the event.  

According to Posiva’s knowledge there was no explosions blasted in any of the 
construction sites nearby. Possibility of frost or lightning is also excluded. Sometimes 
supersonic airplanes make that kind of tremor and sound, but over flights are forbidden 
in the area. The remaining possible explanations can be a small crack at the bedrock 
surface, a heavy vehicle passing by the buildings or dropping of some heavy object. 

The possibility to excavate an illegal access tunnel to the ONKALO has been concerned 
when the safeguards are discussed. In that context, a concept of hidden illegal 
explosions, detonated at the same time as the real excavation blasts, has been presented.  
According to the experience gained at Olkiluoto, it can be concluded that, as long as the 
seismic network is in operation and the results are analysed by a skilled person, it is 
nearly impossible to do that without detection in the microseismic monitoring. 
 
There are examples of legal explosions performed closely in time and space in the 
ONKALO. Explosions from these sites were clearly distinguishable. But, as reported 
above, the location of events might be less accurate, when explosions are performed 
simultaneously close to each other in more than two sites. Seismic monitoring of 
possible illegal and legal excavation done by a tunnel boring machine has been 
investigated in a separate report (Saari & Lakio 2009). The observed signals generated 
by dredging of the sea bottom are quite similar. Examination of miscellaneous small 
events serves also this task.  
 
As regards to safeguards the conclusion of the observations inside the seismic 
ONKALO block and in the seismic semi-regional area are similar. Indications of illegal 
or inappropriate works, which would have influence on the safety of the ONKALO, 
cannot be found.  

2.5  Earthquakes 

2.5.1  Recordings of Tectonic earthquakes in the Fennoscandian Shield 

In 2010 there were two excavation induced earthquakes inside the ONKALO block (see 
Chapter 2.5.2). In addition to that there were no earthquakes inside the seismic semi-
regional area in 2010. However, Posivas’s seismic network recorded two tectonic 
earthquakes that occurred in the Fennoscandian Shield. 

Monitoring of regional tectonic seismicity aims at better understanding of ongoing 
seismotectonic processes in the Olkiluoto area. Although the focus of regional seismic 
monitoring is limited inside and close to the seismic network other regional earthquakes 
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are also recorded and stored in the Posiva’s data archive. These recordings from the 
Olkiluoto site are valuable in seismic hazard studies, for example when attenuation of 
seismic signal is evaluated. It is assumed that regional events occurring outside that area 
are located by the Finnish and Swedish regional seismic networks.  

Four Posiva’s stations (OL-OS8, OL-OS9, OL-O10 and OL-OS11) recorded an 
earthquake (ML = 3.9) that occurred in Denmark on 19 February 2010. Those 
recordings are stored in the Posiva’s data archive.  

 

 
Figure 2-13. Tectonic earthquake in Skellefteå, Sweden on 15 June 2010 at 20:31 
(UTC). Different component of recordings are shown by different colours (Blue = 
vertical, Green = E-W and Red = N-S). Picks of P- and S-onset are shown by vertical 
lines. Location of the earthquake is shown by red star in the map published in the web 
page of the Institute of Seismology, University of Helsinki. 
 

On 15 June 2010 an earthquake (ML = 3.6) occurred south of Skellefteå, Sweden 
(FENCAT, http://www.seismo.helsinki.fi/bul/) about 365 km north from Olkiluoto. The 
main shock (64.52°N, 21.25°E) was followed by five smaller aftershocks. The main 
event was widely felt also in Finland around the Bothnian bay region. The event was 
recorded by five triaxial geophones (OL-OS9…OL-OS12 and ONK-OS2) of the 
Posiva’s seismic network (Figure 2-13). The recordings of the Posiva’s network were 
submitted to the Institute of Seismology, University of Helsinki. Those recordings can 
be utilised when the location of the earthquake is re-estimated and also if the Institute of 
Seismology calculates the fault plane solution of the event.  
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2.5.2  Seismicity of the ONKALO block 

2.5.2.1  Source parameters 

The fault plane is represented by its strike, dip and plunge angles. Strike is the angle at 
which the plane cuts the horizontal measured clockwise from north [0, 360]. Dip is the 
vertical angle at which the foot wall of the plane cuts the horizontal and ranges from 0 
(horizontal) to 90 (vertical) degrees. Plunge (i.e. rake i.e. orientation of slip vector) is 
the angle (measured in the plane of the fault) at which the hanging wall moves relative 
to the foot wall with reference to the strike direction. It ranges between -180 and +180 
degrees. A plunge of +90 degrees indicates a reverse fault and a plunge of -90 degrees a 
normal fault. 

The radiation pattern generated by an earthquake is characterised by axial symmetry. 
On the basis of seismic data, there always exist two mutually perpendicular fault planes, 
which can produce the same radiation pattern. This means that the plane geometry of 
the fault is not unambiguous. On the other hand, the stress field as given by the 
directions of the compression and tension can be determined unambiguously. The real 
and the auxiliary fault plane can be distinguished with the aid of additional information. 
For example, an interpretation can be done when the other fault plane orientation 
coincides with the local bedrock model or with some other explanatory factors.  

The fault plane solutions can be calculated when the event is located. The data 
processing software (Jmts) calculates fault plane solution in two different ways. The 
traditional double couple solution is based on P-wave polarities. The more sophisticated 
solutions (full moment tensor and pure double couple) are calculated in time and in 
frequency domain (see e.g. Hudson et al. 1989). The polarity analysis is also included in 
those solutions. Generally, double couple solutions are suitable when the true 
mechanism includes a shear on a surface. But, if the event locates close to an opening, 
including possibly volume change, then the solution based on full moment tensor would 
be more illuminating.  

The seismological data processing software (Jmts) of ISS International calculates 
numerous parameters characterising the seismic event. However, displacement related 
to an earthquake is not included in the list of output parameters. The peak slip (Û), or 
dislocation across the fault is calculated from (Eshelby 1957):  

  Û = 1.1 r/  

The values of stress drop ( ) and source radius (r) are routinely calculated by Jmts. 
Shear modulus ( ) is a function of S-wave velocity (  = 3250 m/s) and density (  = 
2700 kg/m3):   

   = ( / )1/2 . 

2.5.2.2  Excavation induced earthquakes in 2010 

Three small induced earthquakes were detected near the inlet air and personnel shafts on 
16 December 2011. Only two of the earthquakes were located: the first quake with five 
stations (ONK-OS1, OL-OS13, OL-OS6, OL-OS7 and ONK-OS2) at 17:14 and the 
second one with four stations (ONK-OS1, OL-OS13, OL-OS6 and ONK-OS2) at 19:27 
(Table 2-4). The third earthquake was very small (ML = -3.0) and it occurred right after 
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the second one and can only be seen on the registration of ONK-OS1 at 19:27 (Figure 
2-14). It occurred very likely in the same location as the second earthquake. 

 
Table 2-4. Excavation induced earthquakes on 16 December 2010. Loc. Err = location 
error, Mag Loc = local magnitude, Seismic Mom. = seismic moment, r = estimated 
radius of the seismic source and Û = dislocation across the fault. 

Date Origin  
Time  

(UTC) 

North  
(m)  

 

East  
(m)  

 

Depth
(m)  

 

Loc. 
Err. 
(m) 

Mag 
Loc 

Seismic  
Mom.  
(log10)  

r  
 

(m) 

Û  

( m) 

16.10.2010 17:14:50.77 6791994.0 1525948.9 -356 3 -1.6 7.5 4.9 3.7 

16.10.2010 19:27:09.46 6792007.0 1525951.1 -383 2 -2.1 6.8 3.5 3.8 

 

 
Figure 2-14. Induced earthquakes near the personnel shaft on 16 December 2010. First 
quake at 17:14 on top, the second and third one at 19:27 below. Both recordings from 
the station ONK-OS1. Picks of P- and S-onsets are shown by vertical lines. 

 
The events were very small (ML = -1.6 and -2.1). The time difference between the 
earthquakes was over 2 hours. Estimated peak slip values of the earthquakes were about 
four m. In source calculations, the fault area is approximated by a circle. The radiuses 
of the faults are 4.9 and 3.5 meters (Table 2-4). That parameter gives an impression of 
the dimensions of the disturbed or moved rock mass.  

Usually, in Olkiluoto and elsewhere, excavation induced seismicity occurs temporally 
and spatially very close to preceding excavation. Now either of those is valid. The 
microearthquakes occurred about 170 meters away and 19 - 20 hours after the last round 
blasted before the earthquakes. It looks like the tremor of the round has not triggered the 
earthquakes that occurred 50 – 80 meters above excavated ONKALO. The earthquakes 
are probably induced by grouting works done in the vertical drillholes near the inlet air 
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shaft (Figures 5-3 and 5-4). According to the grouting engineer the first earthquake 
occurred when the holes were being filled with grout with 60 bar pressure. However no 
sudden drop of pressure was noticed. The two last earthquakes occurred in the 
beginning of the grouting phase when pressure was 73 bar. The earthquakes seem to fit 
well the time and place of the grouting, however no substantial proof was not found. 

If the excavation induces an earthquake further away from the excavated area, there is 
often a clear connection between the earthquake and the excavation. This time there is 
not any known structure that could explain the connection between the induced 
earthquakes and the excavated volume. However, the explanation could be associated 
with the orientation of the pervasive foliation of the bedrock that dips towards SE in the 
ONKALO area with a medium dip of the order of 40 – 60 degrees (see e.g. Mattila et al. 
2008).  

This time the software could not calculate the moment tensor solution. More 
seismograms are needed for that. The solutions of the earthquakes are based on double 
couple solution. The two potential fault planes of the events are presented in Table 2-5. 
Also the double couple solution is rather uncertain. Because the events were so small, 
there were only few certain P-wave polarities available. In addition, it was not possible 
to calculate the stress field. 

 

Table 2-5. The ambiguous fault planes of the microearthques on 16 December 2010 
according to double couple solution. The final choice is highlighted in yellow.  
 

Date Origin time 
Fault plane 1 Fault plane 2 

(UTC) 
strike dip plunge strike dip plunge 

16.10.2010 17:14:50.77 163 41 -47 292 61 -121 
16.10.2010 19:27:09.46 262 72 98 57 20 67 

 
 
The solution of the earthquakes presented in Table 2-5 is based on double couple 
solution. The dip and strike (Fault plane 2) of the second earthquake (Table 2-5) fit 
rather nicely the pervasive orientation the structures inside the ONKALO block. It could 
be probably associated with the upper contact of the pegmatitic granite unit PRG44 or 
the foliation of veined gneiss close to it (Aaltonen et al. 2010). Orientation of that unit 
coincide the pervasive orientation of foliation (Figure 2-16). Either of the solution of the 
first earthquake is not very satisfactory associated with foliation or any structure near 
the hypocenter. However, orientation of Fault plane 1 seems to be closer to pervasive 
foliation than the orientation of Fault plane 2. 

Those fault planes earthquakes with their slip vectors are presented in Figure 2-15 and 
Figure 2-16. The fault planes are presented by squares, where the length of the side is 
the same as the diameter of the estimated spherical fault. The estimated fault types are 
normal left-lateral oblique (first earthquake) and reverse left-lateral oblique (second 
earthquake). 
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Figure 2-15. Fault plane of the induced earthquakes occurred on 16 December 2010 
and the preceding excavation blasts. The fault planes are presented by squares. Side 
length of the square) is the same as the diameter of the estimated spherical fault. Slip 
direction of the hanging wall is shown by black line pointing from the hypocenter to the 
edge of the fault. The distance between the grid lines is 100 m. 
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Figure 2-16.  Fault plane (blue) of the first earthquake occurred on 16 December 2010. 
View along the contact of lithological units PGR44 (red) and veined gneiss (white). The 
distance between the grid lines is 100 m. The size of the sphere is relative to the 
magnitude. The shafts presented in the model were not yet excavated in 2010, but the 
area was prepared for boring by grouting the surrounding rock through vertical 
drillholes. 
 
As mentioned before, the interpretation of the fault plane solution of the first earthquake 
is not as reliable as the solution of the second earthquake. The second earthquake seems 
to be reverse fault with a component of left-lateral strike. Normal faults are typical in 
the environment characterized by crustal compression. The slip vectors show that the 
hanging wall has moved about four m upwards and towards North. The slip direction 
of the first event seems to be opposite. 
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3  GPS MEASUREMENTS 

The results of the GPS measurements are published as a Posiva Working report 
WR2011-75 (Kallio et al. 2011). This chapter has been compiled from that report. The 
results of Kivetty and Romuvaara networks are presented in Kallio et al. 2011. 

3.1  Overview 

The Finnish Geodetic Institute (FGI) has studied crustal deformations in co-operation 
with the Posiva Oy. The studies have been carried out at the investigation areas, which 
were selected as candidates for the final disposal sites of spent nuclear fuel. The studies 
started in 1994, when a network of ten pillars for GPS observations was established at 
Olkiluoto. In 1995 the GPS networks of seven pillars were built at Kivetty and at 
Romuvaara. One pillar at each investigation area belongs to the Finnish permanent GPS 
network FinnRef  and is used for continuous GPS observations. 

The measurements started at Olkiluoto in 1995, while the first observations were carried 
out at Romuvaara and Kivetty in 1996. The baselines between GPS pillars (0.5-3.5 km) 
have been observed twice a year except the year 2000 because of high ionospheric 
activity. The studies are now concentrated at Olkiluoto, because the final waste disposal 
site is being built near the nuclear power stations. Since 2002, observations were carried 
out at Kivetty and at Romuvaara only annually and since 2008 every second year. We 
have not terminated the studies at these investigation areas, because those areas are the 
reference networks for Olkiluoto. The time series of the GPS observations provide the 
relative movements of the GPS pillars, which are then used to determine the local 
deformations.  

Every GPS pillar has two control markers. We determine regularly the distances and 
angles between the pillars and their control markers in order to check the stability of the 
concrete pillars. The measurements have been made using tacheometer in 2001, 2004, 
2007 and 2010. 

We have also established a 511 m long baseline for electronic distance measurement 
(EDM) between the pillars GPS7 and GPS8 at Olkiluoto in order to monitor the 
possible scaling error of the GPS observations, which is mainly caused by the 
ionosphere refraction and its modelling. The distance has been measured with Kern 
ME5000 Mekometer, owned by the Department of Surveying, Helsinki University of 
Technology. ME5000 is the most accurate EDM instrument for the purpose. The 
Mekometer has been calibrated at the Nummela Standard Baseline every year to ensure 
the quality of the results. The electronic distance measurements have been performed 
during the GPS observations since 2002. 

The pillar GPS10 was destroyed when Teollisuuden Voima Oy started to build a new 
nuclear power station at Olkiluoto in the end of year 2003. The pillar GPS10 was 
replaced with a new one (GPS13), locating about 300 m to the west from the original 
pillar. 

In 2003 Posiva decided to expand the Olkiluoto GPS network to the north. The purpose 
is to monitor possible crustal movements at an old fracture zone, which is passing from 
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NW to SE along Eurajoensalmi. Two new pillars were established in August 2003 at 
Kuivalahti and at Iso Pyrekari. The distances to the permanent GPS station are about 8.5 
and 4.8 km, respectively. 

Local crustal deformations have been studied also in the GeoSatakunta project (Ahola 
and Poutanen, 2006, Poutanen and Ahola, 2010, Poutanen et al. 2010). The 
GeoSatakunta GPS network is located in the Cities of Pori and Rauma and their 
neighbouring municipalities. Two new pillars have been established near Olkiluoto 
investigation area in October 2005. They are located at Hankkila and Taipalmaa. The 
distances from the Olkiluoto permanent GPS station are about 7.9 and 5.7 km 
respectively. Measurements at these pillars connect the Olkiluoto and GeoSatakunta 
networks. 

GPS measurements are suitable to determine horizontal deformations, but the accuracy 
of height determination is not adequate. The FGI started to determine possible vertical 
deformations at Olkiluoto with precise levelling in 2003. Levelling campaigns are 
performed every second year and they are reported in a separate working report 
(Lehmuskoski, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2009 and 2010). 

In 2009 the FGI by the request of the Posiva Oy made a plan to expand the Olkiluoto 
GPS network to southeast. Four new pillars were built in summer and autumn 2010. 

The GPS operations in 2010 included the two GPS campaigns at Olkiluoto, GPS 
campaigns at Kivetty and Romuvaara, EDM baseline measurements at Olkiluoto, and 
the control marker measurements at Olkiluoto. The levelling campaigns performed in 
2010 will be explained in a separate working report. 

3.2  Operations at the permanent GPS stations in 2010 

Permanent GPS stations at Olkiluoto, Romuvaara, and Kivetty collect continuously 
GPS data. Seven observables (L1, L2, C/A, P1, P2, D1 and D2) are collected with a 30 s 
sampling interval and downloaded to the FGI hourly. There were no receiver changes 
during this year. Data gaps longer than three days are summarized in Table 2-1. Mostly 
the data gaps were related to thunder storms and were recovered by changing the N-port 
or firewall. At two first cases at Romuvaara the receiver had to be reset. The longer gap 
in Kivetty is related to a power failure. 
 
The GPS data were processed as described in Ollikainen et al. (2004). The major 
processing models and parameters are summarized in Ahola et al. (2007). The data are 
used in 24-hour sessions together with the IGS final orbits. Finally the daily solutions 
are combined into weekly solution. As described in Ollikainen et al. (2004) the data are 
processed with respect to a Metsähovi GPS station. In 2010 the antenna at Metsähovi 
station broke down and had to be replaced by a new one. Since the old antenna was not 
individually calibrated the change causes an uncontrolled jump in the time series.   
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Table 3-1. Breaks longer than 3 days at GPS stations in 2010 

OLKI KIVE ROMU 
Apr 11-21 Jun 8-16 May 18-24 
 Jul 16 – Aug 15 Jul 1-5 
  Aug 11-15 

 
 
Table 3-2. The relative movements with respect to Metsähovi IGS station.  

Station North 
component 
(mm/a) 

East 
component 
(mm/a) 

Height 
component 

(mm/a) 

Baseline 
length 

(km) 

Olkiluoto -0.45 ± 0.01 -0.41 ± 0.01 +2.32 ± 0.04 105.9 

Kivetty +0.13 ± 0.02 -0.59 ± 0.01 +1.59 ± 0.05 298.2 

Romuvaara +0.91 ± 0.03 -0.85 ± 0.02 -0.46 ± 0.05 573.8 

 
In Figures 3-1, 3-2 and 3-3 we show time series of Olkiluoto, Kivetty and Romuvaara 
relative to Metsähovi. In the figures one marker indicates one weekly solution. The red 
triangles show the results after the antenna change at Metsähovi and are neglected at 
this stage since the series after the change is too short to accurately determine the size of 
the jump. We solved for trends from the coordinate time series by the least squares fit. 
Open triangles in the figures shows the solutions that were rejected during the iterative 
outlier detection process. They are mostly caused by the biased troposphere estimates 
when a layer of snow has covered the antennas in the wintertime. Time series have an 
annual periodicity, which can be seen on the periodograms on the left columns of the 
Figures 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3. This behaviour was discussed more detailed in Ollikainen et 
al. (2004). 
 
The velocity components for Olkiluoto, Kivetty and Romuvaara are summarized in the 
Table 3-3. In GPS solutions the height component is known to be weaker than 
horizontal ones. This can be explained with modelling of atmosphere and satellite 
geometry. Any biases in atmospheric estimates or modelling are mainly seen in the 
height component. Also for height determination we have satellites only above the point 
leading to poorer observation geometry and therefore weaker solution.  
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Figure 3-1. Time series of Metsähovi-Olkiluoto vector components. Right: Series of 
height, East and North components. Left: Periodograms of the time series.Red triangles 
indicate the times after the antenna change in Metsähovi and is not used in trend 
estimation. 

 

 
Figure 3-2. Time series of Metsähovi-Kivetty vector components. Right: Series of 
height, East and North components. Left: Periodograms of the time series. Red triangles 
indicate the times after the antenna change in Metsähovi and is not used in trend 
estimation. 
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Figure 3-3. Time series of Metsähovi-Romuvaara vector components. Right: Series of 
height, East and North components. Left: Periodograms of the time series. Red triangles 
indicate the times after the antenna change in Metsähovi and is not used in trend 
estimation. 
 

3.3  GPS operations at the local networks 

3.3.1  Olkiluoto networks 

The Olkiluoto GPS monitoring network was established in 1994 (Chen and Kakkuri, 
1995). The original network includes ten reinforced concrete pillars (GPS1-GPS10). 
The pillars are attached to the solid bedrock, and according to geological studies they 
are located on different geological blocks. The distances between pillars range from 0.5 
to 3.5 km. The station GPS1 belongs to the Finnish permanent GPS network, FinnRef  

(Koivula et al. 1999), in which the abbreviation OLKI is used for the station. 

The pillar GPS10 was destroyed at the end of year 2003 when Teollisuuden Voima Oy 
started to build a new nuclear power station at Olkiluoto. A new pillar GPS13 was 
established about 300 m west from the pillar GPS10 in August 2003. Previously the 
name GPS10B was used for the pillar (Ollikainen et al. 2004), but it was renamed 
GPS13 in 2005. The network including points GPS1-GPS9 and GPS13 (Figure 3-1) is 
referred here as the Olkiluoto inner network. 

In 2003 Posiva decided to expand the Olkiluoto GPS network to the north for 
monitoring possible crustal movements at an old fracture zone, which is passing from 
NW to SE along Eurajoensalmi. Two new pillars were established in August 2003. 
They are located at Kuivalahti (GPS11) and in the islet Iso Pyrekari (GPS12) 8.5 and 
4.8 km from the Olkiluoto GPS station. However, Iso Pyrekari (GPS12) has been very 
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difficult to reach since weather or ice conditions. It has been observed only in 10 
campaigns compared to 25 of other outer network points. 

Local crustal deformations have been studied in GeoSatakunta project, too (Ahola and 
Poutanen, 2006, Poutanen and Ahola, 2010, Poutanen et al. 2010). The GPS network is 
located in the Cities of Pori and Rauma and in their neighbour municipalities. Two new 
pillars, GPS14 and GPS15, have been established near Olkiluoto investigation area in 
October 2005. They are located to the east and to the south from Olkiluoto, at Hankkila 
and Taipalmaa villages (Figure 3-4). The distances from the permanent GPS station of 
Olkiluoto are about 7.9 and 5.7 km. The construction of the pillars is same as the pillars 
established in 2003. The repeated measurement campaigns at the new pillars connect 
the Olkiluoto and GeoSatakunta networks. The network including points GPS11, 
GPS12, GPS14 and GPS15 (Figure 3-1) is referred here as Olkiluoto outer network. 

The construction work and different pillar types (GPS1-GPS15) were described in 
Ollikainen et al. 2004. Four new pillars were established in summer and autumn 2010 
(Figures 3-1 and 3-2). The pillars will be occupied with permanent GPS receivers.  

 

 
 

Figure 3-4. The local GPS monitoring networks at the investigation area of Olkiluoto. 
Black: Original network has been established in 1994 (GPS13 in 2003). Red: Pillars 
have been established in 2003 and 2005. Blue: new pillars for permanent GPS stations 
have been established in 2010. 
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3.3.2  The measurements at Olkiluoto 

The local GPS monitoring network at Olkiluoto has been observed twice a year since 
1995 with the exception of year 2000 (Chen and Kakkuri, 1996, 1997 and 1998, 
Ollikainen and Kakkuri, 1999 and 2000, Ollikainen et al. 2001, 2002 and 2004, Ahola 
et al. 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2008, Kallio et al. 2009, 2010). 

As in the previous years, two GPS measurement campaigns were carried out at 
Olkiluoto in 2010. The first measurements were performed on May 4-9 and the second 
one on October 26-31 (Table 3-4). In both campaigns the observations were carried out 
using Leica GX1230 series geodetic receivers equipped with Dorne Margolin-type 
choke ring antennas (Table 3-5). The same antennas were used at the stations as in 
previous campaigns. 

In the both campaigns the session I included observations at outer network pillars 
GPS1, GPS11, GPS12 (only autumn), GPS14 and GPS15. In addition, FGI also carried 
out measurement on pillar GPS9 during the session I in order to better tie the outer and 
inner networks. 

Session II and III included observations at inner network: session II pillars GPS1, 
GPS4, GPS5, GPS6, GPS7, GPS8, GPS9 and GPS13 and session III pillars GPS1, 
GPS2, GPS3, GPS5, GPS6, GPS8, GPS9 and GPS13. The pillar GPS12 has been 
observed only once in 2010. The pillar locates on an island in the nature conservation 
area, and FGI could not carry out measurement before the nesting period of birds due to 
the ice conditions. 

Table 3-4. Observation sessions for the GPS measurements at Olkiluoto in 2010. 

Campaign Session 3.3.2.1.1.1  Observation 
day Observation 

  Calendar day GPS 
day windows (UT) 

I / 2010 I* 4 May 124 13.00-24.00 
  5 May 125 0.00-24.00 
  6 May 126 0.00-12.20 
 II 7 May 127 9.40-24.00 
  8 May 128 0.00-9.50 
 III 8 May 128 11.00-24.00 
  9 May 129 0.00-11.20 

II / 2010 I 26 October 299 13.45-24.00 
  27 October 300 0.00-24:00 
  28 October 301 0.00-11.45 
 II 29 October 302 9.50-24.00 
  30 October 303 0.00-10.00 
 III 30 October 303 11.00-24.00 
  31 October 304 0.00-11.10 

*GPS12 has not  been observed during the first campaign.  
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Table 3-5. The GPS equipment used at Olkiluoto in 2010 (*permanent station). 
 

3.3.2.1.1.2  Station Receiver 
S/N 

Antenna 
S/N 

GPS1* LP00168 321 

GPS2 456276 11761 

GPS3 456257 11959 

GPS4 456260 11761 

GPS5 456230 11988 

GPS6 456285 11772 

GPS7 456219 11959 

GPS8 456261 11963 

GPS9 456263 11770 

GPS11 456209 11754 

GPS12 456249 11194 

GPS13 456210 11754 

GPS14 456241 11772 

GPS15 456228 11988 

 
 

3.4  Data analysis of the local networks 

3.4.1  Introduction 

The Olkiluoto network has been processed with Bernese GPS software. The data has 
been reprocessed every time after changes, e.g. in the software version or operating 
system, have occurred. The current version in use is Bernese 5.0 (Dach et al. 2007). 
 
Thus far FGI has carried out a total of 30 campaigns. The amount of the data will 
increase remarkably in the near future, when new permanent GPS stations at Olkiluoto 
will start to operate in 2011. We have automated the processing of the campaign data by 
using the Bernese processing engine (BPE) together with our own Perl scripts, which 
enables fast repeat of computation for determining the best possible processing strategy 
and parameters. The automation should also work with minor modifications for the 
upcoming processing of the permanent data. 
 
The whole data history of Olkiluoto, Kivetty and Romuvaara networks were 
reprocessed including the measurement in 2010. Here FGI present the main results of 
the data processing and analysis. 
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3.4.2  Data processing 

FGI used the same data processing strategies, which were tested in connection to the 
previous computation (Kallio et al. 2010). Short baselines (Olkiluoto inner network, 
Kivetty and Romuvaara) were computed using L1 observables together with local 
ionosphere model. For the short baselines we also tested the use of both L1 and L2 
observables together with local ionosphere model and ionosphere modelling using data 
from the Olkiluoto pillar GPS9. 
 
Olkiluoto outer network was computed using ionosphere free L3 linear combination and 
QIF ambiguity resolution. In addition to the Olkiluoto campaigns, the data from the 
Geo-Satakunta campaigns (years 2005-2008, pillars GPS11, GPS14 and GPS15) were 
included in the processing. The data from the pillar GPS9 observed this year was 
included in the processing, but not yet further analysed. 
 
During the data pre-processing FGI recognised that the principle “the same antenna on 
the same pillar” was applied not until year 2000, which mainly explains the larger 
scatter before that year in the baseline length time series, detected in previous analysis 
(Kallio et al. 2010). Thus, the whole data history of Olkiluoto, Kivetty and Romuvaara 
networks were reprocessed using individually and absolutely calibrated antenna 
correction tables. In addition, the question of reliability of the antenna (s/n 11963) 
calibration results, which was discussed in previous report (Kallio et al. 2010), was 
resolved by the recalibration of the antenna. Thus, we also applied the new values for 
the antenna in this computation. 
 
FGI detected only minor difference in the L1 solution compared to the use of both L1 
and L2 observables. The rms of the baseline length time series was on average slightly 
smaller in the case of L1. We obtained also smaller variation of the height component of 
the NEU-time series by using only L1, whereas the horizontal components were nearly 
identical (Figure 3-5). The NEU-time series in Figure 4-1 are calculated the point GPS1 
as a reference. 
 
The role of ionosphere modelling is a significant issue, when using L1 observables, 
which are delayed due to the atmospheric conditions. The ionosphere modelling has 
been considered as a potential reason for the observed difference between GPS and 
Mekometer results (Par. 6.3). The local ionosphere model is created from observations 
of a single station. We have used Olkiluoto permanent station as a reference station, 
which is covered by a dome. Therefore we tested the effect of the reference station 
selection on the ionosphere model using station GPS9 as a reference. The ionosphere 
model was nearly independent on the reference station or the dome. 
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Figure 3-5. An example of the difference between L1 and L1&L2 solutions. Baseline 
length time series on the left, North-East-Up time series on the right. 
 

3.4.3  Analysis of Olkiluoto networks 

The results were analysed by computing baseline lengths from three-dimensional 
coordinates obtained from the GPS processing of each campaign. The baseline lengths 
enable us to determine the change rates of the baselines. The analysis of the change 
rates represents only deformation between pillar pairs. In order to get insight into the 
total deformation, we also estimated horizontal velocities for the pillars using the 
deformation analysis method described in (Kallio et al. 2009). 
 

3.4.3.1  Olkiluoto inner network 

The baseline length time series and the change rates are given in Appendices 1. Figures 
3-6 and 3-7 summarise the main features of the baseline length time series. 
 
The first observations (1996-2000) fit well to the other observations, that indicates 
correct use of individual antenna calibration tables and allow us to determine the change 
rates using the whole data set. Otherwise the baseline time series results are uniform 
with the previous computations (Kallio et al. 2010). The seasonal variation, i.e. the 
difference in baseline lengths between spring and autumn campaigns, is not as clearly 
visible in the last observations as in the previous years (Figure 3-6). The rms values of 
the baseline length time series varies from 0.2 to 1.1 mm (Figure 3-7). 
 
The baseline change rates are given in Appendices 3. The estimated change rates are 
slightly smaller than the previous estimates: 80 percent of them are smaller than 0.10 
mm/a. Roughly one fourth of the change rates can be considered as statistically 
significant (change rate larger than 3 ). The statistically significant change rates are 
mainly related to the Olkiluoto permanent station (GPS1) and to the pillar GPS5, which 
has also the maximum change rate (0.21 ± 0.03 mm/a) (Figure 3-6). The pillar GPS13 
has larger standard deviations because of the shorter time series (pillar established in 
2003). 
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The estimated horizontal velocities are given in Table 3-6 and illustrated in Figure 3-8. 
We could reach the 0.03 mm/a detection level for a single station movement (except 
GPS13). The estimated velocities are slightly smaller compared to the previous 
estimates, but also more reliable, as we could use the whole time series for the analysis. 
The largest velocities are observed inside the triangle formed by the pillars GPS1, GPS5 
and GPS6, consistently with the maximum change rates of the baseline time series 
analysis. 
 

 
Figure 3-6. Time series of baseline lengths at Olkiluoto. The change rates varies from -
0.09  to 0.21 mm/a. All baselines from a single station in the right. 
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Figure 3-7. Summary of the baseline length time series. Standard deviations varies 
from 0.2 to 1.1 mm at Olkiluoto (OLKI), from 0.2 to 1.0 mm at Kivetty (KIVE ), and 
from 0.3 to 1.7 mm at Romuvaara (ROMU). 
 
 
Table 3-6 Olkiluoto horizontal velocities 

Pillar

1 0.07 0.01 0.05 0.01

2 0.05 0.02 0.00 0.01

3 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.01

4 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01

5 0.06 0.01 0.11 0.01

6 0.04 0.01 0.05 0.01

7 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.01

8 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01

9 0.05 0.01 0.06 0.01

13 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.03

East
Velocity
mm/a

St.dev
mm/a

North
Velocity
mm/a

St.dev
mm/a
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Figure 3-8. Illustration of Olkiluoto horizontal velocities. 
 

3.4.3.2  Olkiluoto outer network 

The baseline length time series and the change rates are given in Appendices 2 and 3, 
and the horizontal velocities in Table 3-6. 
 
The Geo-Satakunta observations fit well to the Olkiluoto data enabling more reliable 
preliminary analysis of short time series. The pillar 12 is especially uncertain with only 
few observations. The maximum and statistically significant change rates are between 
GPS1–GPS11 (0.42  0.07 mm/a) and GPS11–GPS12 (-0.25  0.07 mm/a) (Figure 3-
9). However, the change rate between GPS1–GPS12 is zero. The estimated horizontal 
velocity of the Olkiluoto permanent station can also be considered as statistically 
significant (Figure 3-10). 
 
The baseline GPS1–GPS11 crosses an old fracture zone locating in the direction of the 
Eurajoensalmi, which might be a reason for the deformation. On the other hand, the 
Onkalo excavations in the vicinity of the Olkiluoto permanent station (GPS1) may 
cause some movement. However, more measurements are needed to confirm the 
deformations. 
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Figure 3-9. Baseline length time series of Olkiluoto outer network. Data from the Geo-
Satakunta campaigns (label GEOS) are included in the time series (pillars GPS11, 
GPS14 and GPS15). 
 
 
Table 3-6. Olkiluoto outer network horizontal velocities 

Pillar

1 0.14 0.03 0.28 0.03

11 0.07 0.04 0.14 0.03

12 0.10 0.05 0.01 0.04

14 0.16 0.05 0.12 0.04
15 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.05

North East
Velocity
mm/a

St.dev
mm/a

Velocity
mm/a

St.dev
mm/a
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Figure 3-10. Illustration of Olkiluoto outer network horizontal velocities. 
 

3.5  Control markers 

3.5.1  Control markers at Olkiluoto 

Each GPS pillar has at least two control markers: the older pillars have two and in 2010 
established new pillars will have three. The benchmarks are founded in solid bedrock 
near the station. The distances between pillars and control markers are from 4.5 m to 
12.5 m. 

The control markers and the pillar point form a micro net of three points. In order to 
control the possible movements between points in the micro nets we have measured 
angles and distances in the nets since 2001 every three years. The time series of angles 
and distances include now the years 2001, 2004, 2007 and 2010 for the points GPS1-
GPS9 except the point GPS4. The control marker of the pillar GPS4 is behind the fence 
of steel truss and the setting up the instrument at the point is impossible. The control 
marker is also slightly damaged. That is why measurements in 2007 were not carried 
out at GPS4. In 2010 FGI performed the measurements at GPS4 using indirect 
measurement strategy. The time series of angles and distances at the points GPS11 and 
GPS13 include the years 2003, 2007 and 2010. At the pillar GPS15 FGI have made 
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angle and distance measurements in 2007 and 2010. It has been impossible to make 
observations at the pillar GPS14 because it is situated under a high voltage electric line, 
which damaged our instruments when we tried it. No control marker measurements 
were made either for the pillar GPS12 at Iso Pyrekari.  

3.5.2  Measurements 

The measurement procedure was principally the following 

 Setting up the instrument and prism at the points 
 Horizontal direction set in two faces 
 Zenith angles and distances point by point in two faces 
 Temperature and air pressure 
 Instrument height and prism height 

At all points the setting up was made twice with new centering and levelling. The target 
was the center of the prism – the GPR1 prisms are excellent targets when distances are 
short. In addition, if there was a line of sight we also pointed directly to the markers – 
the pointing to the marker is not as accurate as pointing to the prism. The older pillars 
are over two meters height and only GPS7 and GPS8 have observation platform around 
the pillar. We decided not to measure from ladder and that is why at some pillars the 
measurements were made only at control markers.  
 
At the pillar GPS4 we used the method of free stations which may be better than setting 
up the instrument at the marker if the lines of sight from the instrument to the control 
markers are clear. We did not set up the instruments at the control markers, but used 
three free instrument points for indirect measurements of the pillar point and control 
markers (Figure 3-11). The micro net had some additional temporal points for 
instrument orientation. The geometry was not the best one. The positions of free stations 
were chosen so that the control marker behind the fence could be observed. For distance 
measurement we set up the prisms at the control markers. 

3.5.3  Instruments 

Instruments used in our control marker measurements in 2010 were 
 Tachymeter TC2003 S/N 439351 
 Five Wild GPR1 prisms in GPH1P prism holder 
 Wild GZR3 optical plummets used for leveling the prism 
 Wild tribraches under the tachymeter and prism holder under the prism 
 Wild NL (type 344299) automatic nadir plummet S/N 95685 
 Thies Clima psychrometers (S/N 6544 / 6527)  
 Thommen Hoehenmesser aneroid (S/N 164610).   

3.5.4  Calculation 

The calculation procedure was principally the following 
 Station adjustment of horizontal directions – means of the sets 
 Means of horizontal directions of prisms and directly to markers readings 
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 The first velocity correction to the distances 
 Calculation of approximate coordinates  
 Calculation of instrument and prism heights 
 Error model: individual centering errors and apriori variances for each 

observation (horizontal angles, zenith angles and distances, in the adjustment 
individual weighting) 

 3D network adjustment for each micro net separately 
 Calculation of adjusted horizontal angles, distances and height differences from 

adjusted coordinates 
 

The beauty of 3D adjustment is that we do not need to reduce observations from marker 
to marker but from the instrument reference point to the target reference point is 
sufficient. The instrument and target heights are included in adjustment model. 
 
The time series of the horizontal angles, distances and height differences between the 
control markers are given in Appendix 4.  

3.5.5  Error sources 

The main error sources of the horizontal angles are the centering of the instrument and 
the pointing error. The standard deviation of the horizontal angles from all four 
campaigns was 0.0028 gon. The standard deviation of the angle readings is about one 
tenth of that and the remaining part comes from the centering of the instrument and the 
prisms and naturally from pointing to the target. The horizontal components of the 
centering error are approximately 0.0002-0.0005 m at each set up of the instrument or 
the prism. The centering error propagates inversely proportional to the horizontal 
distances: 0.0002 m standard deviation in centering at both ends propagates to 0.002 
gon standard deviation of a direction if the horizontal distance is 10 m.  

In order to better control the centering of the instruments and prisms we used in 2010 
Wild NL (type 344299) automatic nadir plummet (S/N 95685) as a centering device.  

The main error source for height differences is the centering errors of the instrument and 
prisms in vertical direction. The instrument and prisms heights were measured with a 
roll-up tape measure. To control the vertical eccentricity measurements we measured 
angles to the prisms and directly to the markers when it was possible. The standard 
deviation of the height differences from all the four campaign was 0.0007 m. The means 
of our trigonometric height differences differs from the levelled height differences 
maximum 0.0009 m. Some systematic or personal errors can be seen in height 
differences if we compare the four measurement campaigns. This is due to the 
instrument and prism height measurements. 

The standard deviation of adjusted distances from all four campaigns was 0.0005 m. In 
Figure 5-2 are shown the deviation of distances from mean of the all campaigns. 
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3.5.6  Conclusions and further operations  

As a conclusion of the control measurements we cannot say anything about possible 
deformations of the pillar – the precision of our observations is not sufficient for the 
purpose, but we can ensure that any bigger damages have not happened at any pillar.  

FGI will continue the measurements at the reserve markers in three years intervals. The 
control measurements of the new pillar points will be carried out in summer 2011 but 
otherwise the next measurements will be carried out at Olkiluoto in 2013.  

The indirect measurements from free stations may improve the precision because there 
will be no centering errors of the instrument. If the calibrated levelling rod is available it 
can be used in height transfer from marker to the intersection point of the axes of the 
tachymeter. 

 

Figure 3-11. The micro network at GPS4. Red: free stations. GPS4 is the point 40. The 
control markers are 41 and 42. Points 1-6 are temporal additional points. There is a 
fence between 42 and the other points. 
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Figure 3-12. The standard deviation of the distances of all the campaigns is 0.5 mm. 
 

3.5.7  EDM baseline at Olkiluoto 

3.5.7.1  Background 

FGI started the electronic distance measurements (EDM) at Olkiluoto in 2002, because 
they have noticed that all vector lengths in some GPS sessions are systematically longer 
or shorter than the mean of all observations (Ollikainen and Kakkuri 1999). If the most 
of the baseline lengths behave similar we cannot interpret the change of the distance to 
be any deformation. It seems that there is a scale difference between campaigns mainly 
caused by errors in ionosphere modelling. To control the GPS distances the FGI and 
Posiva have established a baseline for electronic distance measurements (EDM) 
between the pillars GPS7 and GPS8 in 2002. The baseline has been measured twice a 
year during both GPS measurement campaigns since 2002 except in spring 2006. 

3.5.7.2  Instruments 

In our baseline measurement we have used an EDM instrument Kern ME5000  
Mekometer (S/N 357094) and Kern prism reflector (S/N 374414) borrowed from the 
Aalto University. The Mekometer has been calibrated every year in Nummela baseline. 
In 2010 the calibration measurements were made in Nummela on September 1st and 9th 
and we refer to the certificate of calibration 17/2010. 
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The weather observations were made at the Mekometer site and at the reflector site. Dry 
and wet temperatures have been observed with Thies Clima psychrometers (S/N 6530 / 
6540 and S/N 6544 / 6527) and air pressure with Thommen Hoehenmesser aneroids 
(S/N 164610 and S/N 126533 ).  

3.5.8  Electronic distance measurements 

The measurements in 2010 were performed on May 5-6 by Pasi Häkli and Sonja 
Nyberg and on October 27-28 by Hannu Koivula and Veikko Saaranen. FGI observed 
30 single distances in six series from both observation pillars during the campaigns. The 
instrument and the reflector were centered and adjusted between each series. The 
weather conditions were measured during every single distance measurement at the 
instrument site and every two minutes (which is a time a single distance measurement 
approximately takes) at the reflector site. Between the series we had a half an hour 
break. The psychrometers and aneroids were kept approximately at the height of the 
instrument and the reflector. FGI used shadows at both ends.  

3.5.9  Computation 

The results of Mekometer measurements depend on weather conditions. Therefore, the 
first velocity correction is applied on every single distance observations. The mean of 
the temperatures and air pressures measured at the instrument site and at the reflector 
site at the time of distance observation were used. The computation of the refractive 
index of the air and formulas applied on the observations of the year 2010 are based on 
the Ciddor’s set of formulae for the refractive index (Ciddor 1996, 1999). The same 
formulas were applied also on the calibration measurements of the Mekometer. In the 
earlier computations the closed formulas resolved by IAG in 1999 were used. The 
computation in detail was explained in Ollikainen et al. 2004. The difference in the 
results of the distances in 2010 between the two approaches is 0.04 mm. 
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Figure 3-13. The GPS and the EDM results from the baseline GPS7-GPS8. 
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3.5.10  Results 

The results of electronic distance measurements at the baseline GPS7-GPS8 are the 
means of observed distances after the first velocity corrections. These values with 
standard errors (1 ) are given in Table 3-7. In addition to the standard deviation, the 
standard uncertainty includes the uncertainties of the centring and adjusting of 
instruments (  0.1 mm), the calibration of the instruments (  0.1 mm) and the 
determination of the refraction correction (  0.1 mm).  

The electronic distance measurements are traceable to the definition of the metre 
through the Nummela Standard Baseline, which has been measured with the Väisälä 
light interference method. The latest interference measurements were performed in 2005 
and 2007 (Jokela and Häkli, 2010). Latest Mekometer calibrations in Nummela have 
been performed in October 2010. The procedures meet the requirements of the 
standards ISO 9001 and ISO 17025. The results are given also in Certificates of 
Calibration of the National Standards Laboratory of the Finnish Geodetic Institute. 
Since 2003 the results are given with expanded uncertainty (2- ), which is two times 
the total standard uncertainty. 

In the trend fitting the estimated standard deviation of the unit weight was ±0.26 mm 
which is an estimate of one distance measurement in time series. It is same as our total 
uncertainty in calibration results. For the GPS distances the same was ±0.31 mm.  

The comparison of the EDM and GPS results is given in Figure 6-1. In processing of the 
GPS network we used the individual absolute calibration values for each antenna. We 
questioned the calibration values of the antenna (11963) in Kallio et al. 2010. Now the 
antenna is re-calibrated and the new values of the antenna phase center offset and 
variation were applied in our calculations.   
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Table 3-7. The space distances between the pillars GPS7-GPS8 measured using the 
GPS and the Kern Mekometer ME5000. The mean of the GPS observations includes 28 
measurement campaigns since 1995. 

Measurement Distance 
(mm) 

Standard deviation 
(mm) 

Total standard 
uncertainty (mm) 

Certificate of 
Calibration 

Mean of GPS obs. 511256.0  0.3 - - 
Apr 28 2002 511256.4  0.3  0.3 5 / 2002 
Oct 12-13 2002 511255.7  0.1  0.2 9 / 2002 
Apr 26-27 2003 511256.1  0.1  0.2 5 / 2003 
Oct 11-12 2003 511256.6  0.1  0.2 19 / 2003 
Apr 4-5 2004 511256.5  0.1  0.3 19 / 2004 
Oct 9-10 2004 511255.9  0.1  0.2 20 / 2004 
Apr 10-11 2005 511256.1  0.3  0.3 20 / 2005 
Oct 5-6 2005 511256.1  0.2  0.3 32 / 2005 
Oct 15-16 2006 511255.5  0.2  0.3 16 / 2006 
May 11-12 007 511255.9  0.3  0.3 8 / 2007 
Sept 28-29 2007 511255.9  0.3  0.3 28 / 2007 
Apr 11-12 2008 511255.9  0.2  0.3 12/2009 
Oct 23-24 2008 511256.0  0.2  0.3 13/2009 
May 7-8 2009 511256.2  0.3  0.4 5/2010 
Oct 20-21 2009 511255.6  0.2  0.3 6/2010 
May 5-6 2010 511255.8  0.3  0.3 2/2011 
Oct 27-28 2010 511255.6  0.2  0.3 3/2011 

 
The difference between the GPS and Mekometer measurements is obvious. Based on 17 
measurements in nine years, the trends of the two time series seems to be similar. This 
indicates real changes between two pillars. The correlation of the variations in the two 
time series is 0.43. Due to unmodelled or dismodelled geometrical offsets and the scale 
difference between GPS measurements and EDM there is about 1.3 mm difference 
between distances GPS7-GPS8 derived from GPS measurements and EDM. The 
influence of the local circumstances (a high voltage electric line near the pillar GPS8) to 
the phase variation of the GPS antenna may be one reason to the difference.  

FGI noticed that in the EDM results the geometrical correction due to the instrument 
and reflector heights above the markers have not been included. In FGI's measurements 
the instrument height is approximately same as the reflector height (0.33 m). The small 
differences come from the process of levelling the instrument and the reflector. The 
plumb lines at the ends of the baseline are not collinear. Distances from marker to 
marker are 0.03 mm shorter than distances from instrument reference point to prism and 
the correction can be neglected from the results. The more serious is the difference in 
heights above the markers. The error depends on the height difference of the markers 
which in case of the pillars GPS8 and GPS7 is about 6.6 m. The difference between 
instrument and reflector heights above the markers causes an error to the distance 
shown in the table 6-2. The correction is more than 0.16 mm if the difference of the 
heights above the markers is more than 10 mm, which is about the maximum we can 
have with our tribraches. The practical maximum in our measurements is 5 mm (the 
extreme positions of the screws are hardly ever used) and it makes an error of 0.1 mm to 
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the measured distance. The part of the error cancels out when we take the average of our 
series. 

It is not possible to calculate any correction to the GPS co-ordinates based on one 
baseline distance only but the baseline is still very good control for the GPS 
measurements. We will continue the electronic distance measurements in connection to 
the GPS measurements also in the future.  

Table 3-8. The error in distance due to the difference in instrument and reflector 
heights above the marker. 

 

 

3.6  Future plans 

According to our quality manual (Kallio 2011) and the consultations between Posiva 
and the FGI we will continue geodetic observations at Olkiluoto twice a year and 
Kivetty and Romuvaara every second year. The Olkiluoto network is under 
modernization for permanent tracking. Four new pillars were built in 2010 and the old 
pillars GPS2, GPS6, GPS9 and GPS13 will be equipped for permanent tracking, too. 
The modernizing of the rest of the pillars will follow up later. The studies of each year 
will be reported in Posiva working report series. 
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The permanent FinnRef® stations (OLKI, KIVE, ROMU) will continue observations at 
the investigation areas. The Olkiluoto station is situated in the area where it is in danger 
to be destroyed or construction work may cause some deformation. It will be replaced 
during the renewal of the whole FinnRef® network. The old Olkiluoto local GPS 
network – including those pillars not yet tracking permanently – will be measured twice 
a year. We hope to start the permanent tracking in four new stations in autumn 2011. 
Even if the studies are concentrated at Olkiluoto, one measurement campaign will be 
carried out at Kivetty and Romuvaara every two years.  
 
The EDM baseline GPS7-GPS8 at Olkiluoto will be measured with the Mekometer 
during every GPS campaign to improve the reliability of the GPS results. The 
Mekometer will be calibrated at the Nummela Standard Baseline at least once a year to 
ensure the quality of the results. Two new EDM/GPS baselines are planned in 
connection to the extension of the network. EW and SN baselines will help to better 
control the stability on the network scale and track the temporal variation. 

Every GPS station has two control markers. FGI will determine the distances and the 
angles between the stations and the control markers in order to check the stability of the 
concrete pillars at Olkiluoto in three years interval. Next measurements will be carried 
out in 2013. Angles and distances at new permanent station will be measured before 
antennas will be attached although in the new pillars the prism holders and levelling 
control mark will be on the side of the pillar.  

The heights of Olkiluoto GPS network have been measured with precise levelling in 
2003, 2005, 2007 and 2009 (Lehmuskoski 2004, 2006, 2008 and 2010). The levelling is 
the most accurate method to observe the possible vertical deformations at the 
investigation area. The levelling campaigns will be performed every second year and 
results will be published in a separate working report of Posiva. FGI established two 
levelling networks at Olkiluoto in 2006 for specific deformation studies. The networks 
are located above the excavation area of the ONKALO and the repository for low- and 
medium-level waste (the VLJ repository). FGI will observe these micro networks 
annually. 

FGI has started to develop and automate data processing and deformation analysis for 
the upcoming data from permanent GPS stations. The GPS data analyses, deformation 
analyses and automation of the process will be explained in details in a special report, 
when the data from new permanent stations is available. 
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4  CONVERGENCE MEASUREMENTS 

A rock mechanics monitoring system was setup in early 2010 in the EDZ-niche location 
of the ONKALO ramp at about the -345 m depth level, chainage 3620 m, to measure 
excavation induced deformations when 4.5 m wide and 5.0 m high EDZ-niche was 
reshaped to be 9 m wide and 7 m high POSE-niche (Figure 1). The monitoring was 
planned to continue after excavation as long as the instruments are reliable. 
 
Before excavation (EDZ-niche expansion), two horizontal extensometers were installed 
in the West side of the niche so that the horizontal angle between the niche axis and the 
extensometer hole is about 60 degrees (Figure 4-1). The installation was done on week 
3 in 2010. One of the extensometers was optical with very high resolution (SOFO, 
Smartec SA), the other one was a conventional rod extensometer (MPBX, Interfels 
Gmbh) with an electrical reading unit. Both extensometers were fully grouted into the 
drillhole. The optical extensometer was permanently damaged during the installation.  
After installation, rod extensometer was read continuously after every 30 min and the 
data was automatically stored in a data logger (DataTaker DT80, Thermo Fisher 
Scientific Australia Pty Ltd). The rod extensometer in drillhole ONK-PP225 (bearing 
59.6°, plunge +11.5° and length34 m) has three anchors at the depths of 14.8m, 26.2 
and 29.7 m. The last anchor is about 0.5 m from POSE-niche wall. Temperature was 
measured at each anchor point, at the instrument reading head location and in the logger 
box. All extensometer heads, cables and logger-box were protected against mechanical 
damage (Figure 4-2). 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 4-1. Monitoring location and the orientation of extensometer holes. 
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Figure 4-2. Rod extensometer head protection and logger box at ramp VT1 chainage 
3662. 
 
After excavating 12 m of the full profile (week 6 2010), six convergence bolts were be 
installed 0.5 m from the tunnel head, two on both walls and two in the roof (Figure 4-3).  
The Last extensometer anchor is in the same profile as the convergence bolts. The bolts 
were be placed in the bottom of short holes (diameter 127 mm) in order to protect the 
bolt heads during the advancing blasting (Figure 4-4). Mechanical anchors and chemical 
cement were used for the bolt installation. Convergence length was measured manually 
with Distometer (Solexperts AG) at least twice after installation or as many times as 
necessary so that repeatability better than 0.2 mm is achieved. Further measurements 
were done after every top heading blast which were closer than 20 m from the 
measurement section and after every second bench cut. At each time 12 lines were 
measured with repeatability better than 0.2 mm (Figure 4-6). 
 
The two weeks hardening and settling period before the start of POSE excavation was 
not long enough to get stable initial readings (Figure 4-5). During the excavation 
readings are reasonable in timing and order, but he magnitudes were about half of 
predicted ones. After excavations the readings stabilize, but after one to two months 
backward drift is initiated. Reason for drifting is unsolved, but possible sources are 
temperature changes, moisture problems in measurement system or anchor grouting 
problems. In mid July temperature measurements in extensometer anchors locations 
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went unstable which suggest moisture problems. The monitoring was interrupted in the 
end of August 2010, but it is planned to be continued in 201 . 
 
The repeatability of manual convergence measurement has been better than 0.14 mm, 
which is below the preset maximum of 0.2 mm. Horizontal convergence, lines between 
bolts 1,2 and 5,6, is about the same in magnitude as predicted, but the inclined lines 
gave values with opposite sign (Figure 4-6). After excavations only one measurement 
has been done during year 2010, and the values are stable within margin of error. 
 

 
 
Figure 4-3. Excavation phase of POSE-niche (reshaped EDZ-niche) at the time of 
convergence bolt installation. 
 



Figure 4-4. Installation and protection hole for convergence bolt and the measuring 
device Distometer.
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Figure 4-6. Monitored mean convergence readings in POSE-niche. 
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5  SUMMARY 

Microseismics. In February 2002, Posiva Oy established a local seismic network of six 
stations on the island of Olkiluoto. In the beginning, the network monitored tectonic 
earthquakes in order to characterise the undisturbed baseline of seismicity of the 
Olkiluoto bedrock. When the excavation of the ONKALO started, in August 2004, the 
network monitored also excavation induced seismicity. In that context two new seismic 
stations were installed. After that the number of seismic stations has increased 
gradually. At the end of 2010 Posiva’s permanent seismic network consists of 15 
seismic stations and 20 triaxial sensors. 

The investigation area includes two different target areas. The larger target area, called 
the seismic semi-regional area, is monitored mainly by five 1 Hz geophones. The 
purpose is to monitor explosions and tectonic earthquakes in regional scale inside the 
area that covers the Olkiluoto Island and its surroundings. The other target area is called 
the seismic ONKALO block, which is a 2 km *2 km *2 km cube surrounding the 
ONKALO. It is assumed that all the expected excavation induced events occur within 
this volume. At the moment the seismic ONKALO block includes eleven seismic 
stations. 

There are eleven permanent seismic stations in operation for monitoring the seismic 
ONKALO block and five for the seismic semi-regional area. Station OL-OS8 has 
sensors suitable for monitoring of the ONKALO block and for the semi-regional area. 
In addition, the temporal network in the ONK-TKU-3620 niche gave additional support 
to the analysis of the ONKALO block in 2010.  

A new seismic station (ONK-OS2) inside the ONKALO was integrated to Posiva’s 
seismic network in Olkiluoto on 4 March 2010. The installation depth of the new 14 Hz 
sensor is 369 m. The sensor (ONK-OS2) is the second sensor inside the ONKALO. 

At the end of May 2010 one triaxial and three uniaxial accelerometers were integrated 
to Posiva’s network. Those four sensors form a small scale subnetwork, which relates to 
the thermal spalling experiment inside the ONK-TKU-3620 niche. This subnetwork is 
capable to locate events of magnitude ML > -5 inside its area. The main purpose of the 
temporal subnetwork is to monitor thermal induced spalling in those test holes, but it 
can be also utilized when events elsewhere in the ONKALO are located. The events 
occurred inside the ONK-TKU-3620 niche are analysed and reported separately as a 
part of the thermal spalling experiment. 

The Olkiluoto server supports the run time system (RTS) program, which continually 
acquires, processes, analyses and archives seismic data. In addition, RTS calculates 
automatic event locations. RTS was upgraded from and as well as all four GS units 
were upgraded with the latest operating system and V40 firmware in 2010. 

The upgrades in Vantaa included setup of the processing computer in the Myyrmäki 
office. The four years old desktop PC used in data processing and interpretation in 
Vantaa was replaced by a new PC in 2010. Since March 2010 the system backups are 
done by using a new external tape drive.  

The existing seismic data was copied to the new computer and new software versions 
were installed. In March 2010 the new version of Linux operating system was installed.  
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Also software packages for data processing and analysis and for visualization were 
upgraded. 

The new design model of the ONKALO was integrated in the seismic visualization 
packages Jdi in May 2010. The earlier layout model was updated in the beginning of 
July 2009. 
   
The observations of the seismic network and the results of the analysis are reported in 
the monthly reports. Since August 2009 the reports are published and archived in the 
Posiva’s electronic document management system (Kronodoc). 
 
The network has operated continuously in 2010. Temporal failure of one station has 
only a minor influence on the reliability of the operation or on the location accuracy.  
Altogether 12 of the total 15 permanent stations have operated continuously during the 
period under review. Only three stations have suffered failures. Majority of failures 
related to the seismic station inside the ONKALO, mainly because they are in the active 
and changing surrounding. Usually the failures lasted from few hours to one or two 
days. The only longer failure related to data transmission between OL-OS9 and the 
Olkiluoto server. Occasional modem failures disturbed operation for about 25 days. 
However, some events were transmitted during that period as well. 

Some of the disturbances of operation are of external origin, like thundering or human 
activity. The majority of rejected events were observed only by the four temporal 
sensors in ONK-TKU-3620. They related to different kind of artificial seismic signals 
generated by the works done inside the niche. The quality of the monitoring has been 
good during the whole year 2010. 

Altogether 1089 events have been located in 2010. The majority of the events (895) are 
explosions inside the seismic ONKALO block (82 %). Altogether 194 of the accepted 
events have been located outside the seismic ONKALO block. Only 48 of them are 
located inside the seismic semi-regional area. The magnitudes of the observed 
explosions inside the semi-regional area range from ML = -1.8 to ML = 1.5 (ML = 
magnitude in local Richter's scale). 

There are no observations of semi-regional tectonic seismicity, but two of the recorded 
events were earthquakes that occurred in Denmark (ML =3.9) and in Bothnian Bay 
region (ML = 3.6). Posiva’s earthquake detection was confirmed by the Institute of 
Seismology, University of Helsinki.   

Three small induced earthquakes were detected near the inlet air and personnel shafts on 
16 December 2011. Two of the earthquakes were located. The third earthquake was 
very small (ML = -3.0) and it occurred right after and close to the second one and it can 
be seen only on the registration of ONK-OS1. 

The located events were very small (ML = -1.6 and -2.1). The time difference between 
the earthquakes was over 2 hours. Estimated peak slip values of the earthquakes were 
about four m. In source calculations, the fault area is approximated by a circle. The 
radiuses of the faults are 4.9 and 3.5 meters. 

There is not any known structure that could explain the connection between the induced 
earthquakes and the excavated volume. However, the microearthquakes could be 
associated with the orientation of the pervasive foliation of the bedrock that dips 
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towards SE in the ONKALO area with a medium dip of the order of 40 – 60 degrees. 
Especially the dip and strike of the second earthquake fit rather nicely the pervasive 
orientation the structures inside the ONKALO block. The earthquake seems to be 
reverse fault with a component of left-lateral strike. The slip vectors show that the 
hanging wall has moved about four m upwards and towards North. The interpretation 
of the first earthquake is not as reliable. However, it seems to be a normal fault with a 
component of left-lateral strike that also relates to the same structural orientation. 

It looks like the tremor of the round has not triggered the microearthquakes. The 
earthquakes occurred about 170 meters away and 19 - 20 hours after the last round 
before the earthquakes. The earthquakes are probably induced by grouting works done 
near the inlet air shaft. 

All in all, it can be concluded that according to seismic monitoring the rock mechanical 
conditions in the rock mass surrounding the ONKALO have been stable in 2010. As 
regards to safeguards, the conclusions of the explosions inside the seismic ONKALO 
block are similar to those in the seismic semi-regional area. Indications of illegal or 
inappropriate works, which would have influence on the safety of the ONKALO, have 
not been found. 
 
GPS measurements. The Finnish Geodetic Institute (FGI) has studied crustal 
deformations in co-operation with Posiva Oy since 1995. At the beginning the studies 
have been carried out at three investigation areas (Olkiluoto, Kivetty and Romuvaara), 
which were selected as candidates for the final disposal sites of spent nuclear fuel. The 
studies are now concentrated at Olkiluoto, where the final waste disposal site is being 
built, but we have also continued the measurement at Kivetty and Romuvaara as 
reference measurement for Olkiluoto studies. 

A total of 28 GPS observation campaigns have been carried out at Olkiluoto inner 
network biannually since 1995 and 25 campaigns at Olkiluoto outer network since 
2003. The Kivetty and Romuvaara networks have been measured biannually 1996-
2000, annually 2001-2008 and every second year since 2008 making a total of 18 
campaigns thus far. All data history was reprocessed with new processing strategy 
tested in 2009 (Kallio et al. 2010) using the new antenna calibration corrections. The 
results were analysed by computing the change rates of the baselines and estimating 
horizontal velocities for the pillars using the barycenter of the velocities as a reference. 
 
In the Olkiluoto inner network 80 percent of the change rates were smaller than 0.10 
mm/a. Roughly one fourth of the change rates could be considered as statistically 
significant (change rate larger than 3 ). The statistically significant change rates were 
mainly related to the Olkiluoto permanent station (GPS1) and to the pillar GPS5, which 
had also the maximum change rate (0.21 ± 0.03 mm/a).  
 
The maximum horizontal velocity component was -0.07 ± 0.01 mm/a for pillar GPS1, 
and we could reach the 0.03 mm/a detection level for a single station movement (except 
GPS13). The estimated velocities were slightly smaller compared to the previous 
estimates, but also more reliable, as we could use the whole time series for the analysis. 
The largest velocity values are observed inside the triangle formed by the pillars GPS1, 
GPS5 and GPS6, consistently with the maximum change rates of the baseline time 
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series analysis. In the illustration of the horizontal velocities (Figure 4-4) we could 
detect stretches between the northwest and the southeast part of the island, but we must 
consider that velocities are under 0.1 mm level.  
 
In Olkiluoto outer network the maximum and statistically significant change rates are 
larger compared to the inner network (max 0.42  0.07 mm/a for GPS1-GPS11) but 
more uncertain due to shorter time series. Especially the pillar GPS12 (Pyrekari) is 
problematic as observed only in 10 campaigns. The estimated horizontal velocity 
components were statistically insignificant for all stations except GPS1 (0.28 ± 0.03 
mm/a). The baseline GPS1–GPS11 crosses an old fracture zone locating in the direction 
of the Eurajoensalmi, which might be a reason for the deformation. On the other hand, 
the Onkalo excavations in the vicinity of the Olkiluoto permanent station (GPS1) may 
cause some movement. However, more measurements are needed to confirm the 
deformations. 
 
After four control marker measurement campaigns we can estimate the reproducibility 
of our angle and distance measurements in micro networks. The standard deviations of 
horizontal angles, height differences and distances in our micro networks were 0.0028 
gon, 0.0007 m and 0.0005 m respectively. 
 
Electronic distance measurements were performed at Olkiluoto at the baseline GPS7-
GPS8 using the Mekometer since 2002. The measurements have been carried out 
simultaneously with GPS campaigns to improve the reliability of the GPS results. The 
new calibration values for the antenna (s/n 11963) of the pillar GPS8 were applied in 
GPS computation. According to nine years measurement GPS gives us on the average 
1.3 mm longer distances between pillars GPS7 and GPS8 than EDM. The reason for the 
difference is unmodelled or dismodelled offsets in GPS observations and the scale 
difference between GPS and EDM. The trends of EDM and GPS distance time series 
are similar. 

FGI will continue geodetic observations at Olkiluoto, Kivetty and Romuvaara. The 
Olkiluoto network is under major modernization for permanent tracking during 
upcoming years. We aim to start the permanent tracking in four new stations and four 
old stations in autumn 2011. The old Olkiluoto local GPS network – including those 
pillars not yet tracking permanently – will be measured biannually as thus far, as well as 
the EDM baseline. We will also carry out measurements at Kivetty and Romuvaara 
every second year supposing the improvement of the visibility of the points of those 
networks.  

Extensometer and convergence measurements.  A rock mechanics monitoring system 
was set up in early 2010 in the EDZ-niche location of the ONKALO ramp at about the -
345 m depth level, to measure excavation induced deformations when the EDZ-niche 
was reshaped and extended for the spalling experiment (POSE). The monitoring was 
planned to continue after excavation as long as the instruments are reliable. 

Before the expansion two horizontal extensometers were installed in the western side of 
the niche so that the horizontal angle between the niche axis and the extensometer hole 
is about 60 degrees. One of the extensometers was optical with very high resolution 
(SOFO, Smartec SA), the other one was a conventional rod extensometer (MPBX, 
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Interfels Gmbh) with an electrical reading unit. Both extensometers were fully grouted 
into the drillhole. The optical extensometer was permanently damaged during the 
installation. After installation, rod extensometer was read continuously after every 30 
min and the data was automatically stored in a data logger (DataTaker DT80, Thermo 
Fisher Scientific Australia Pty Ltd).The rod extensometer in drillhole ONK-PP225 has 
three anchors at the depths of 14.8 m, 26.2 m and 29.7 m. The last anchor is about 0.5 m 
from POSE-niche wall. Temperature was measured at each anchor point, at the 
instrument reading head location and in the logger box. 

After excavating 12 m of the full profile, six convergence bolts were installed 0.5 m 
from the tunnel head, two on both walls and two in the roof. The last extensometer 
anchor is in the same profile as the convergence bolts. The bolts were placed in the 
bottom of short holes (diameter 127 mm) in order to protect the bolt heads during the 
advancing blasting. Convergence length was measured manually with Distometer 
(Solexperts AG) at least twice after installation or as many times as necessary so that 
repeatability better than 0.2 mm is achieved. Further measurements were done after 
every top heading blast which were closer than 20 m from the measurement section and 
after every second bench cut. At each time 12 lines were measured with repeatability 
better than 0.2 mm. 

The two weeks hardening and settling period before the start of POSE excavation was 
not long enough to get stable initial readings. During the excavation readings are 
reasonable in timing and order, but he magnitudes were about half of predicted ones.  
After excavations the readings stabilize, but after one to two months backward drift is 
initiated. Reason for drifting is unsolved, but possible sources are temperature changes, 
moisture problems in measurement system or anchor grouting problems. In mid July 
temperature measurements in extensometer anchors locations went unstable which 
suggest moisture problems. The monitoring was interrupted in the end of August 2010, 
but it is planned to be continued in 2011. 

The repeatability of manual convergence measurement has been better than 0.14 mm, 
which is below the preset maximum of 0.2 mm. Horizontal convergence is about the 
same in magnitude as predicted, but the inclined lines gave values with opposite sign. 
After excavations only one measurement has been done during 2010, and the values are 
stable within margin of error. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1. Baseline lengths at Olkiluoto inner network (deviation from 
mean in mm).  

mean (m) 1996.3 1996.8 1997.3 1997.8 1998.3 1998.8 1999.3 1999.8 2001.3 2001.7 2002.3 2002.8 2003.3 2003.8 2004.3

1 2 1355.862 0.0 1.1 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.9 0.2 0.4 0.0 1.2 0.9 0.4 0.6 0.1 0.6

3 1006.192 0.5 0.2 0.0 0.2 1.4 0.1 0.0 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.3 1.3 0.2 0.2 0.6

4 643.449 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.7 2.5 0.0 0.2 0.5 0.4 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4

5 1131.620 0.2 0.8 0.1 0.7 0.4 0.7 0.9 0.4 0.2 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.4

6 1264.825 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.4

7 1482.994 0.9 0.8 0.1 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.8

8 1594.502 0.2 0.9 0.4 0.7 1.2 0.7 0.4 0.9 0.3 0.5 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.6

9 2343.597 0.3 1.2 0.7 0.8 1.2 0.6 0.3 0.9 0.1 0.5 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.3

13 2407.027

2 3 1609.847 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.3 1.0 1.1 1.0 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.1

4 1856.924 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.3 2.2 0.1 0.0 1.1 0.9 1.3 0.7 0.1 0.1

5 1477.355 0.9 1.6 1.1 1.1 0.0 0.7 0.6 0.2 0.9 0.4 0.0 1.1 0.2 0.1 0.6

6 2436.724 0.1 0.9 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.8 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.6 1.2 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.2

7 2811.674 1.0 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.9 0.3 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.7 0.3 0.6 0.1 0.2

8 2949.497 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 1.4 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.7 1.0 0.7 0.9 0.0 0.0

9 3649.886 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.3 1.5 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.8 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.4

13 3597.908

3 4 756.324 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.2 1.0 0.8 0.3 0.2 0.1 1.0 0.9 1.3 0.6 0.5 0.8

5 2094.203 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.8 1.1 0.4 1.0 0.5 0.0 1.3 0.3 1.1 0.5 0.1 0.7

6 2126.843 0.5 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.0 0.5 0.0 1.1 0.9 1.0 0.1 0.8 0.5

7 2073.049 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.9 0.4 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.7 1.1 0.4 0.2 0.1

8 1924.579 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.8 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.1 0.3

9 2914.436 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.3 1.1 0.8 0.2 0.7

13 3159.423

4 5 1734.652 0.6 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.0 3.1 0.7 0.4 0.8 1.1 1.5 0.2 0.1 0.1

6 1418.664 0.4 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.8 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.2 1.1 0.4 0.6 0.3

7 1317.485 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.6

8 1216.240 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.2 1.2 0.1 1.1 0.6 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.3

9 2165.878 1.0 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.9 0.1 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.0

13 2406.326

5 6 1284.566 1.2 0.4 0.7 0.2 1.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.0

7 1894.753 2.2 0.8 1.3 0.7 1.5 0.4 0.7 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.7 1.1 0.4 0.4 0.2

8 2256.071 1.0 0.9 1.4 0.5 1.6 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.4 0.8 0.3 1.3 0.6 0.5 0.0

9 2571.612 1.4 1.7 2.0 0.9 2.1 0.6 0.6 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.2 1.1 0.6 0.5 0.0

13 2326.729

6 7 683.010 0.9 0.4 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.6 1.0 0.3 0.9 0.6 0.7 1.2 0.0 1.2 0.0

8 1157.815 0.1 0.9 1.1 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.0 1.4 0.0 1.4 0.1

9 1290.280 0.2 1.3 1.2 0.7 1.0 0.7 0.9 0.0 0.8 0.1 0.4 0.8 0.4 0.7 0.1

13 1166.024

7 8 511.257 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.0 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1

9 868.576 1.2 0.4 0.7 0.0 0.6 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.0 0.6

13 1126.413

8 9 1057.916 0.4 0.7 0.7 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.4

13 1520.689

9 13 665.040  
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Appendix 1. Baseline lengths at Olkiluoto inner network (deviation from mean in 
mm) (Cont.) 

mean (m) 2004.8 2005.3 2005.8 2006.3 2006.8 2007.3 2007.8 2008.3 2008.8 2009.4 2009.8 2010.3 2010.9 rms

1 2 1355.862 0.5 0.5 0.1 1.3 0.5 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.7 0.6 0.2 0.5 1.2 0.7

3 1006.192 0.3 0.7 0.4 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.6 0.0 0.5

4 643.449 0.7 0.0 0.1 0.6 0.4 0.7 0.3 1.4 0.5 0.6 1.1 0.7 0.5 0.8

5 1131.620 1.3 0.9 1.1 1.0 0.2 1.0 0.5 1.3 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.7

6 1264.825 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.3

7 1482.994 0.3 0.8 0.3 0.8 0.1 0.7 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.6 0.9 0.7 0.5

8 1594.502 0.1 0.5 0.3 1.4 0.1 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.4 1.1 1.3 0.8 0.6

9 2343.597 0.6 0.3 0.5 1.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.8 0.1 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.7

13 2407.027 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2

2 3 1609.847 1.2 0.4 0.1 0.5 0.4 0.6 1.3 0.9 1.0 0.3 0.6 0.1 1.0 0.7

4 1856.924 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.1 1.1 0.2 0.7 0.7

5 1477.355 0.3 0.8 0.4 1.9 0.7 0.7 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.8

6 2436.724 0.1 0.4 0.4 1.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.8 0.5

7 2811.674 0.7 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.7 0.1 0.3 0.8 0.0 0.2 0.9 0.6 0.2 0.5

8 2949.497 0.7 0.0 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.4 1.0 0.1 0.3 1.2 0.8 0.4 0.6

9 3649.886 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.1 1.0 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4 1.4 0.8 0.1 0.6

13 3597.908 0.3 0.1 1.1 1.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.8 0.4 0.1 0.6

3 4 756.324 0.2 0.4 0.1 1.1 0.9 0.1 0.1 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.6

5 2094.203 1.5 1.4 0.7 1.7 0.2 0.7 0.1 0.8 0.2 0.0 0.7 0.8 0.3 0.8

6 2126.843 0.5 0.8 0.1 1.6 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.1 0.5 0.7

7 2073.049 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.8 0.1 0.0 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.5

8 1924.579 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.7 0.1 0.4

9 2914.436 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.0 0.8 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.1 0.0 0.6 0.2 0.5

13 3159.423 0.5 0.2 1.1 0.9 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.5

4 5 1734.652 0.6 1.0 0.9 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.0 0.2 1.7 1.0 0.6 0.9

6 1418.664 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.5 0.8 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.4

7 1317.485 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.5 0.4 0.0 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.4

8 1216.240 0.3 0.3 0.0 1.2 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.5

9 2165.878 0.6 0.1 0.2 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.5

13 2406.326 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.3

5 6 1284.566 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.8 1.4 0.5 0.5

7 1894.753 1.1 0.0 0.9 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.4 1.8 1.7 1.4 0.9

8 2256.071 1.2 0.3 1.2 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.9 0.4 0.3 2.1 2.0 1.0 0.9

9 2571.612 1.4 0.1 0.8 1.3 0.7 0.5 1.0 0.2 0.9 0.2 2.0 2.0 1.5 1.1

13 2326.729 0.4 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.7 1.0 0.7 0.3

6 7 683.010 0.8 0.2 0.9 0.1 0.5 0.4 0.4 1.2 0.3 0.0 0.9 0.1 0.7 0.7

8 1157.815 1.0 0.1 1.2 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.3 1.8 0.1 0.1 1.0 0.3 0.2 0.8

9 1290.280 1.1 0.1 0.9 1.1 0.9 0.2 0.9 0.8 0.6 0.2 1.2 0.6 1.0 0.8

13 1166.024 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.4 0.3 0.0 0.5 0.3

7 8 511.257 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.9 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.4

9 868.576 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.6 0.1 0.3 0.4

13 1126.413 0.5 0.0 0.7 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.4

8 9 1057.916 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.1 0.4

13 1520.689 0.2 0.7 1.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.0 0.7 0.1 0.2 0.5

9 13 665.040 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.3
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Appendix 2. Baseline lengths  at Olkiluoto outer network (deviation from mean in 
mm). 

mean (m) 2003.8 2004.3 2004.8 2005.3 2005.8 2005.8 2006.1 2006.3 2006.4 2006.8 2006.8 2007.1 2007.3

1 11 8478.270 1.8 1.3 1.2 1.2 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.2 1.2 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2

12 4817.828 0.5 0.9 0.4 0.6 0.2

14 7852.376 0.1 0.9 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.5

15 5704.054 0.0 1.2 0.3 1.2 0.5 0.1 0.4 0.3

11 12 11574.241 1.2 1.1 0.7 0.5 0.3

14 6005.974 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.5

15 9358.364 0.0 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.9 0.1 0.3 0.6

12 14 12512.520 0.2

15 10387.696 0.4

14 15 4762.658 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.8 0.1  
 

mean (m) 2007.4 2007.8 2007.8 2008.1 2008.3 2008.4 2008.8 2008.8 2009.4 2009.8 2010.3 2010.9 rms

1 11 8478.270 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.1 1.9 1.5 1.8 1.0

12 4817.828 1.0 0.1 0.2 0.9 0.7

14 7852.376 1.4 1.2 0.8 0.0 0.8 0.3 0.7 1.0 0.6 0.2 1.8 1.5 0.8

15 5704.054 1.1 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.3 1.0 0.1 0.4 0.3 1.0 0.7 0.7

11 12 11574.241 0.3 1.0 0.6 0.4 0.8

14 6005.974 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.7 0.5 0.0 0.2 0.2 1.0 0.2 0.3 0.9 0.6

15 9358.364 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.4

12 14 12512.520 0.3 0.7 0.6 0.0 0.5

15 10387.696 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.3

14 15 4762.658 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.8 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.8 0.4  
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Appendix 3. Change rates at Olkiluoto networks (deviation from mean in mm).  

1 2 0.09 0.02 1 11 0.42 0.07

3 0.02 0.02 12 0.00 0.10

4 0.10 0.03 14 0.14 0.13

5 0.03 0.03 15 0.01 0.11

6 0.01 0.01 11 12 0.25 0.07

7 0.10 0.02 14 0.19 0.09

8 0.11 0.02 15 0.03 0.07

9 0.12 0.02 12 14 0.11 0.16

13 0.04 0.03 15 0.13 0.09

2 3 0.07 0.03 14 15 0.09 0.06

4 0.00 0.03

5 0.08 0.03

6 0.05 0.02

7 0.03 0.02

8 0.02 0.03

9 0.06 0.02

13 0.09 0.10

3 4 0.03 0.03

5 0.04 0.03

6 0.07 0.02

7 0.02 0.02

8 0.01 0.02

9 0.02 0.02

13 0.09 0.08

4 5 0.08 0.04

6 0.02 0.02

7 0.01 0.01

8 0.02 0.02

9 0.04 0.02

13 0.04 0.04

5 6 0.08 0.02

7 0.17 0.02

8 0.14 0.03

9 0.21 0.03

13 0.18 0.06

6 7 0.08 0.03

8 0.05 0.03

9 0.12 0.02

13 0.03 0.05

7 8 0.03 0.02

9 0.03 0.02

13 0.07 0.05

8 9 0.01 0.01

13 0.04 0.08

9 13 0.01 0.04

Inner network Outer network

Baseline
St.dev
mm/a

Change rate
mm/aBaseline

Change rate
mm/a

St.dev
mm/a
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Appendix 4. Angles and distances in micro networks 

  Horizontal angles (gon) Horizontal distances (m) Height differences (m) 

GPS1 B-A-O O-B-A A-O-B AB AO BO AB AO BO 

2001 53.4844 45.6793 100.8363 15.6687 10.3035 11.6700 0.3066 2.3927 2.0860 

2004 53.4827 45.6747 100.8427 15.6665 10.3012 11.6680 0.3061 2.3911 2.0850 

2007 53.4813 45.6803 100.8384 15.6677 10.3030 11.6687 0.3066 2.3915 2.0850 

2010 53.4837 45.6763 100.8400 15.6673 10.3020 11.6688 0.3059 2.3920 2.0860 

GPS2 B-A-O O-B-A A-O-B AB AO BO AB AO BO 

2001 33.4122 43.4959 123.0919 13.6919 9.2453 7.3391 0.0419 2.3929 2.3511 

2004 33.4167 43.4951 123.0882 13.6921 9.2451 7.3389 0.0418 2.3938 2.3519 

2007 33.4131 43.4945 123.0924 13.6930 9.2458 7.3389 0.0421 2.3943 2.3521 

2010 33.4159 43.4989 123.0852 13.6926 9.2460 7.3389 0.0421 2.3949 2.3528 

GPS3 O-A-B A-B-O B-O-A AB AO BO AB AO BO 

2001 50.9262 48.0784 100.9954 11.3571 7.7856 8.1476 0.0742 2.5303 2.4561 

2004 50.9335 48.0838 100.9827 11.3573 7.7864 8.1487 0.0741 2.5309 2.4568 

2007 50.9344 48.0805 100.9850 11.3587 7.7870 8.1498 0.0744 2.5304 2.4561 

2010 50.9286 48.0833 100.9881 11.3585 7.7872 8.1490 0.0747 2.5336 2.4589 

GPS4 O-A-B A-B-O B-O-A AB AO BO AB AO BO 

2001 56.3290 50.2602 93.4108 16.0043 11.4241 12.4507 0.0532 2.5565 2.5033 

2004 56.3336 50.2596 93.4068 16.0035 11.4234 12.4509 0.0532 2.5543 2.5011 

2010 56.3256 50.2586 93.4158 16.0052 11.4243 12.4508 0.0528 2.5564 2.5037 

GPS5 B-A-O O-B-A A-O-B AB AO BO AB AO BO 

2001 56.9263 41.3195 101.7542 9.3593 5.6591 7.3002 0.3628 2.4143 2.0516 

2004 56.9277 41.3187 101.7536 9.3592 5.6590 7.3003 0.3622 2.4149 2.0527 

2007 56.9316 41.3207 101.7477 9.3592 5.6592 7.3007 0.3613 2.4129 2.0516 

2010 56.9297 41.3245 101.7458 9.3600 5.6601 7.3011 0.3619 2.4142 2.0523 

GPS6 O-A-B A-B-O B-O-A AB AO BO AB AO BO 

2001 51.1871 67.1139 81.6990 8.7256 7.9117 6.5528 -0.1988 2.2850 2.4838 

2004 51.1906 67.1054 81.7040 8.7263 7.9116 6.5535 -0.1981 2.2852 2.4833 

2007 51.1860 67.1066 81.7074 8.7269 7.9120 6.5534 -0.1987 2.2849 2.4836 

2010 51.1832 67.1044 81.7124 8.7274 7.9122 6.5534 -0.1979 2.2852 2.4831 

GPS7 B-A-O O-B-A A-O-B AB AO BO AB AO BO 

2001 48.5237 45.4266 106.0498 12.2981 8.0859 8.5306 0.0778 2.3305 2.2527 

2004 48.5254 45.4286 106.0460 12.2990 8.0868 8.5314 0.0776 2.3309 2.2533 

2007 48.5292 45.4246 106.0462 12.2993 8.0864 8.5321 0.0763 2.3290 2.2527 

2010 48.5262 45.4275 106.0463 12.2997 8.0871 8.5320 0.0775 2.3309 2.2535 

GPS8 B-A-O O-B-A A-O-B AB AO BO AB AO BO 

2001 73.1242 56.6369 70.2389 5.1466 4.4787 5.2590 0.4228 2.4488 2.0260 

2004 73.1372 56.6356 70.2273 5.1468 4.4792 5.2602 0.4237 2.4497 2.0260 

2007 73.1293 56.6348 70.2359 5.1472 4.4792 5.2600 0.4234 2.4487 2.0253 

2010 73.1304 56.6367 70.2329 5.1477 4.4799 5.2606 0.4231 2.4495 2.0264 
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GPS9 O-A-B A-B-O B-O-A AB AO BO AB AO BO 

2001 46.5295 52.7909 100.6796 13.7468 10.1377 9.1769 -0.5238 2.5693 3.0931 

2004 46.5290 52.7967 100.6743 13.7472 10.1388 9.1771 -0.5241 2.5702 3.0943 

2007 46.5302 52.7946 100.6752 13.7477 10.1389 9.1776 -0.5237 2.5695 3.0932 

2010 46.5277 52.7957 100.6765 13.7480 10.1393 9.1774 -0.5254 2.5713 3.0966 

GPS11 B-A-O O-B-A A-O-B AB AO BO AB AO BO 

2004 44.3346 52.0592 103.6062 9.4356 6.8953 6.0623 -0.2113 1.4094 1.6207 

2007 44.3334 52.0689 103.5977 9.4365 6.8969 6.0627 -0.2120 1.4088 1.6208 

2010 44.3317 52.0581 103.6102 9.4365 6.8959 6.0626 -0.2136 1.4072 1.6208 

GPS13 O-A-B A-B-O B-O-A AB AO BO AB AO BO 

2004 59.5102 48.7897 91.7000 12.1333 8.4869 9.8445 -0.3243 1.2715 1.5958 

2007 59.5068 48.7933 91.6999 12.1340 8.4879 9.8446 -0.3239 1.2705 1.5944 

2010 59.5109 48.7930 91.6962 12.1344 8.4882 9.8455 -0.3238 1.2721 1.5959 

GPS15 O-A-B A-B-O B-O-A AB AO BO AB AO BO 

2007 50.5948 53.9914 95.4138 10.6066 7.9759 7.5894 -0.5210 1.1806 1.7016 

2010 50.5913 53.9913 95.4173 10.6071 7.9762 7.5894 -0.5205 1.1825 1.7030 

 




